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A fight for history
@BreezeNewsJMU

Humanities majors have decreased since the economic collapse in 2008, but history has seen a harsher decline with a 30 percent decrease in majors nationwide since 2011.

The Breeze

By KAMRYN KOCH
The Breeze

Thursday, January 10, 2019

breezejmu.org

Jackson Hall currently houses the history department but will move to Wilson Hall in the fall of 2019.

Professors believe that rising tuition costs may contribute to the decline in history majors.

Due to a noticeable drop in the number
of history and humanities majors, JMU
professors have begun to think about ways
to attract students to these programs. Since
2012, JMU has experienced a 40 percent
decrease in the number of history majors
according to its enrollment report, with only
196 majors for the 2018 fall semester, and the
College of Arts and Letters has experienced a
nine percent decrease overall.
The American Historical Association
released a study on Nov. 26 that revealed the
number of undergraduate majors in history
and the humanities dropped significantly
between 2011 and 2017. According to this
report, the economic collapse of 2008
prompted a change in numbers for most
majors. However, history has experienced the
most drastic decrease — degrees are down 30
percent since 2011.
According to JMU history professor Mary
Gayne, with the rising cost of tuition, many
students want to make sure they’re getting the
most out of how much they pay for college,
so they tend to choose majors in science,
technology, engineering, math, nursing and
health fields. JMU professors believe students
question whether a history or humanities
major offers high-paying, meaningful and
stable jobs for their futures.
“That’s a part of it,” Gayne said. “The sense
that those four years of college need to have
a practical outcome, and that the humanities
was more about developing an aesthetic
appreciation, and that perhaps that can be
frivolous given the cost of education.”
According to Gayne, it’s argued by
some universities that with the absence of
humanities courses comes the lack of an
ethical base for students. Being a liberal arts
school, JMU looks to its general education
program for this base, with students required
to take history and humanities courses to
meet Gen-Ed course requirements.

PHOTOS BY HEATHER ECKSTINE / THE BREEZE

Because of the decline, JMU history
and humanities professors have begun to
implement more innovative teaching styles
to bring students into these programs.
These styles include an initiative on digital
humanities, which brings a technological
aspect into the area of interest, as well as an
integrative course project that focuses on
collaborating with general education.
JMU has invested $16 million into the
renovations of Wilson Hall, which will
become the center of the history department
beginning fall 2019. With these renovations
will come new technology and more
opportunities to engage in research and
analysis for students. The building is predicted
by the department to increase the number of
history majors because of its attractiveness to
current or potential students.
At JMU, political science was experiencing
the same decline as history; however, the
department came out of it much faster. Part
of this is due to the better balance of diversity
within the department, according to Gayne.
Political science has a better ratio of men
and women when it comes to faculty, and
the diversity of students is similar to that of
the university, which makes more people feel
more welcome within the department.
“If we look at political science and
compare the faculty and its balance of
diversity and the student balance, we can
see that there appears to be a relationship,”
Gayne said. “Students being able to see a
version of themselves, of history in action
being practiced by somebody like them — in
many ways this is the concern that’s next on
our agenda.”
When it comes to history majors, Gayne
says about 80 percent of those studying at JMU
are white, which is about six percent higher
than the university’s percentage of white
students, according to JMU’s demographics
report. This lack of diversity may be playing
an additional role in the history major’s
decline, because minorities aren’t able to see
others like them succeeding within the major.
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Co-Sponsored by the Colleges of Arts & Letters, Science & Mathematics, and Integrated Science and Engineering, the Department of
Biology, JMU Ethical Reasoning in Action, Pre-Professional Health
Advising, and the Xi Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
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CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Dr. Fins graduated from Wesleyan University and Cornell University
Medical College. He completed his residency in Internal Medicine
and Fellowship in General Internal Medicine at The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center.

breezejmu.org

completed Academic Program Review of
the major, which each academic unit at the
university has to undergo every eight years
for an extensive evaluation. The review
looked over the department’s strengths and
weaknesses, and among other things, the
decrease in majors was addressed.
“It involves both an internal study that the
department looks at and then bringing in
external consultants from across the country
to assess and review the program,” Friss said.
“Obviously, thinking about how to increase
the number of students in history is a part of
that process.”
Implementing strategies to attract more
students to the program became one of the chief
goals of the department’s future. Professors are
talking to students, especially those in general
education classes where they may be searching
for majors, about the skills that a history major
could provide.
“JMU’s mission is to help students have
productive and meaningful lives,” Friss said. “I
think it’s pretty difficult to have a productive,
civic, intellectually stimulated and culturally rich
life without having an appreciation for American
and world history and other cultures and people.”

The Breeze

Showing the value of a history degree has
been a challenge for JMU and universities
nationwide. Michael Galgano, a former
history department head at JMU, worked with
an AHA project called “Tuning” from 2012-14
in an attempt to address the national decline.
For this project, faculty from across the
country met in Washington, D.C., to discuss
issues at their respective universities.
The program emphasized that a student
going into any class has a right to know what
skills that course will provide them with and
how it’ll benefit them. Showing students what
they can achieve by obtaining a history major
may be another, much easier way to draw
students in.
“I think that the history departments,
our own included, have not done a good
job explaining to students what the value of
the degree is and what career opportunities
exist for history majors,” Galgano said.
“Where history has its greatest value in the
information age is not in teaching facts and
information. What history can give you is how
to find the best information, how to evaluate
and assess that information and also how to
communicate it through writing, orally or
through other forms.”
JMU’s history department has already
begun talking to students about the skills
a major could offer, according to history
professor Evan Friss. He chaired the recently

Dr. Joseph Fins is The E. William Davis, Jr. M.D. Professor of Medical
Ethics and Chief of the Division of Medical Ethics at Weill Cornell
Medical College where he is a Tenured Professor of Medicine, Professor of Medical Ethics in Neurology, Professor of Health Care Policy
and Research, and Professor of Medicine in Psychiatry. The author of
over 350 publications, his most recent book is Rights Come to Mind:
Brain Injury, Ethics and The Struggle for Consciousness (Cambridge
University Press, 2015). He is also the author of A Palliative Ethic of
Care: Clinical Wisdom at Life’s End (Jones and Bartlett, 2006). His
scholarly interests include ethical and policy issues in brain injury
and disorders of consciousness, palliative care, research ethics in
neurology and psychiatry, medical education and methods of ethics
case consultation.

@BreezeNewsJMU

JMU hopes to increase number
of history degrees by discussing
with students the skills
the program offers

@thebreezenews

Tuesday, January 15th 3:30 pm
1007 Bioscience Building
Reception Immediately Following
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Parker has spoken at rallies and marches and appeared on national news networks to advocate for gun control since the murder of his daughter, Alison, a journalist for WDBJ-TV and JMU alumna (’12).

@thebreezenews

Turning tragedy into change, ‘For Alison’
Father of murdered journalist and JMU alumna to publish
book telling her story and advocating for gun control

Thursday, January 10, 2019

breezejmu.org

The Breeze

@BreezeNewsJMU

By CONNOR MURPHY
contributing writer

PHOTOS COURTESY OF ANDY PARKER

Parker described the book as a hybrid between a memoir for Alison and his views on gun laws.

Since the death of JMU alumna and television
journalist Alison Parker, her father, Andy Parker,
has written a memoir in her honor that’s
scheduled to release March 5. The book, “For
Alison,” discusses her murder while exploring
the idea of stricter gun control laws in the U.S.
Parker dedicates the book to everyone who has
lost someone due to gun violence and become
a member of “the club no one wants to join.”
Parker’s longtime friend and best-selling
author Beth Macy encouraged him to write the
book shortly after Alison’s passing. He originally
dismissed the idea, feeling as though there was
nothing more to say, but as time went by, he felt
compelled to tell Alison’s story. Parker began
writing the book in May 2016, 10 months after
Alison was killed, and finished approximately
two years later. He hoped to tell Alison’s story
and describe his own journey as an advocate
for gun control.
Parker acknowledges that speaking about
his daughter’s murder is something he never
gets used to and says that it can be “mentally,
physically and emotionally draining.” Speaking
about his daughter is difficult, but his passion for
the cause and desire to tell his daughter’s story
outweighs these emotions.
“I wanted to include stories about Alison that
people didn’t know,” Parker said. “Stories that
were told to me after she was killed that really
touched me. It’s part memoir, part current
affairs, but it’s also a call to action. The message
is there: we as a country can’t stand idly by and
watch this slaughter continue to happen.”
Lori Haas, Virginia State Director of the
Coalition to Stop Gun Violence, a nonprofit
organization run out of Washington, D.C., works
with Parker to push legislators to enact stricter
gun laws.
“Andy and I became friends after Alison was
shot,” Haas said. “Chris, Alison’s boyfriend at the
time’s father, reached out to me and connected
Parker and I. We go to rallies together, talk
strategy together and talk politics together.”
In addition to writing “For Alison,” Parker
has been a prominent figure in the media,
advocating for gun safety and telling Alison’s
story through major news networks such as
CNN, NBC and ABC.
“It’s something I feel like I have to do,” Parker

said. “It keeps me going. It gives me a purpose,
and I have to do it for the people that don’t have a
voice. It’s imperative that I do it whenever I have
the chance. Whenever I’m offered a platform, I
have to speak out.”
Parker collaborated on his book with friend
and journalist Ben Williams. He helped Parker
with the outline of the book and eventually
edited it. Parker gave Williams co-author credit,
while Williams described himself as “halfway
between being a co-writer and a copy editor.”
The two worked in conjunction on and off
throughout the majority of the writing process.
“The analogy I would use is that it’s sort of like
a jeweler,” Williams said. “Somebody digs up a
raw ruby and you take it to a jeweler to have it
cut and polished, but everything that’s in that
finished ruby was there originally.”
Prior to the collaboration, Williams had
known Parker’s wife, Barbara, for roughly a
decade. Williams and Parker later met while
Williams was working as a reporter for the
Martinsville Bulletin in Southern Virginia in
2015. The two developed a friendship while
conducting an interview about weekend power
generation at Philpott Dam in Bassett, Virginia.
Parker and Williams spoke at a grand
announcement at the Philpott Dam on Aug.
25, 2015, less than 24 hours before Alison was
killed. As Williams and Parker had a pre-existing
relationship, Williams was often chosen to
interview Parker regarding Alison’s passing.
“I was the logical choice to interview him in
the wake of Alison’s death,” Williams said. “I
couldn’t even tell you how many stories I did
with Parker over the subsequent weeks, months
and even years.”
Both Parker and Williams hope the book will
paint a clearer picture of the emotions attached
to being affected by a violent attack while
subsequently encouraging the public to take a
stand against gun violence.
“I can’t tell you how many times people come
up to you and they know what happened and
they say, ‘I can’t imagine,’ you hear it over and
over,” Parker said. “In this book, I am going
to take what you can’t imagine and make it
imaginable for you.”
CONTACT Connor Murphy at murph2cj@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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National and state news found via Associated Press

NATIONAL
Trump addresses nation about building border wall
At 9 p.m. Tuesday, the President addressed the country hoping to gain support and funding
for the U.S.-Mexico border wall. In his address, he claimed the proposed $5.7-billion wall is
needed to solve a security and humanitarian “crisis.” In response, Democrats accused Trump
of using fear tactics to potentially gain more supporters.

U.S. and China tariff battle
The U.S. and China ended their three-day discussion about tariffs Wednesday, but no results
were announced. Since Dec. 1, the U.S. has attempted to negotiate with China about how Beijing
allegedly steals and pressures companies to turn over technology to the government. Chinese
officials have suggested that Beijing may change its industrial plans without abandoning what
they believe will lead them to prosperity. Economists, however, believe that the established 90day window is too short for the two largest global economies to come to an agreement.

Man pleads guilty to coercing minor to send explicit photos
According to court documents, a Virginia man will face at least 15 years in prison after
convincing an 8-year-old girl to send him sexually explicit photos and videos. Leedente Darrell
Brown, 31, pleaded guilty Monday to producing child pornography. His sentencing will take
place in April.

In Italian, “Tutti Gusti” means “all flavors” and for
ten years, we have been proudly serving the city of
Harrisonburg and James Madison University with all the
flavors of authentic Italian cuisine, delivered with fast
and friendly service and great value for your money. We
invite you to take a seat at our table or yours and enjoy
all the flavors we have to offer.

PIZZA - SUBS - PASTA - HAMBURGERS
Located at

1326 Hillside Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

@thebreezenews

STATE

AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE

Off Port Republic Road, next to Starbucks

Virginia jail overlooks inmate’s mental health

Virginia kicks off 2019 legislative session
The General Assembly met at noon Wednesday and Gov. Ralph Northam (D) delivered
a speech in the evening. The session is scheduled to last 45 days and focus on the state tax
policy.

www.tuttigusti.us
Or contact us at

(540) 434-6177
FREE WiFi @ Restaurant and FREE DELIVERY
Catering Available for All Occasions

The Breeze

LOCAL

Order online at

@BreezeNewsJMU

The Riverside Regional Jail in Prince George County failed to monitor an inmate who
committed suicide, and the facility was deemed unequipped to handle the aftermath.
According to The Richmond Times-Dispatch, the state Board of Corrections report found
that a jail officer also faked observation records for an inmate who killed himself. Karen
Craig, the jail interim superintendent, told officials Tuesday that the facility has increased
staff and begun new oversight procedures since the death.

HPD receives V-STOP grant

City council adopts resolution to support Equal Rights
Amendment

Visitor services to expand in Harrisonburg
The Harrisonburg Tourism and Visitor Services opened an additional visitor center in
partnership with the Valley Mall on East Market Street. The visitor center is a self-service facility
with a touch screen and features like an interactive map, branded kiosks and complementary
travel information.

Ask about our
JMU specials!

Hours can vary in the Summer.
Minimum for Delivery: $6.00

Thursday, January 10, 2019

The General Assembly met at noon Wednesday and Gov. Ralph Northam (D) delivered the
State of the Commonwealth Address, which focused on the accomplishments of the past year
while challenging senators to achieve more in the new year. The session is scheduled to last 45
days and focus on the state tax policy.

ALL-NEW HOURS
M-W: 10am-11pm
Th-Sat: 10am-3am
Sun:10am-1am

breezejmu.org

The Harrisonburg Police Department announced Wednesday that it was awarded the
Virginia STOP/Violence Against Women’s Act grant once again. The department received
the grant for the first time in 2016. The V-STOP grant is a federally funded program that
must be reapplied for every three years. The grant funds 75 percent of a full-time detective
position at HPD. The position is focused on domestic violence against women.
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Aspen Heights says ‘no
signs of forced entry’ in
break-ins; students point to
damaged windows, doors
By THOMAS ROBERTSON
The Breeze

@BreezeNewsJMU

@thebreezenews

TANNER LESLIE / THE BREEZE

COURTESY OF CHRISTY SHIN

COURTESY OF CAROLINE CLARK

Residents are reporting kicked-down doors and damage to windows and screens at their houses.

The Breeze

HARRISONBURG

CHESS CLUB
It’s your move…

The Rockingham County Sheriff’s Office is
investigating a spree of break-ins that occurred
at Aspen Heights Harrisonburg over winter
break. As of Wednesday, approximately 24
break-ins were reported across the student
housing complex with a wide variety of items
stolen.
According to the sheriff’s department, the
number of reported break-ins nearly doubled
over the weekend as students returned for the
start of classes, and it’s likely to increase as they
settle in. While Rockingham County Sheriff
Bryan Hutcheson said the doors on most houses
were locked, unlocked windows appeared to
be a common theme among houses that were
robbed.
“Residents’ safety and peace of mind are
our top priority and we are working to ensure
anyone affected receives a prompt resolution,”
Aspen said in a statement. “We remind residents
that crime can happen anywhere and that they
are the first step in preventing crime. Locking
doors and windows to their homes, as well as
vehicles, is a key crime prevention measure. At

this time, Rockingham Sheriff’s Department has
told us that there were no signs of forced entry
into any home.”
However, many students in a GroupMe chat
with about 300 Aspen residents reported kickeddown doors and broken windows at their home.
Members of the same GroupMe reported that
the Aspen gates were left open for hours at a time
over break — including when the main office
was closed for the holidays.
No injuries were reported as a result of the
break-ins, and police are pursuing a few leads
in relation to the cases. In most instances, RCSO
said damage to the exterior of the homes was
minimal because the suspects gained entry
through an unlocked window. RCSO patrols
student housing complexes over break, but
because of the lack of damage, the breakins weren’t apparent when patrol cars drove
through the area.
The Aspen Heights Harrisonburg office
declined to comment, and the housing complex’s
corporate office said it didn’t want to disclose
details regarding plans for additional security
to the general public because the investigation
is ongoing. However, Aspen did send another
email to its residents following the break-ins.

343 Neff Ave, Suite C
(540) 432-9996
M-F: 9-7 Sat: 10-4 Sun: 1-6
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

breezejmu.org

And it is completely free ! No dues, no
fees, no charge, no kidding. Please join us.

Tuesday Evenings

7:30

All skill levels welcome
Chess sets & clocks provided

Thursday, January 10, 2019

Trinity Presbyterian Church

Corner of Rt. 42 & Maryland Ave
(Port Republic)

Call Chris for information:

540-383-7596

+ MINOR INJURY & ILLNESS TREATMENT
+ X-RAY
+ FLU SHOTS
+ PHYSICALS
+ STD TESTING
+ DEHYDRATION TREATMENT
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Some Aspen residents are reporting hundreds of dollars worth of items stolen from their home.
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CONTACT Thomas Robertson at breezenews@gmail.com. For more
coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

@thebreezenews

“Our residents mean the world to us and we sincerely apologize to anyone
who has experienced an invasion of their privacy due to a break in,” Aspen
said in the statement released to residents.
Senior psychology major and Aspen resident Jay Chai stayed at his house
for most of the break. When he heard about the break-ins from his neighbors
and the Aspen GroupMe, he began checking houses for people who were
away on break and worried about the possibility of a break-in.
“People are freaking out and I was just staying in Aspen,” Chai said. “I was
just doing people a favor.”
After checking 13 houses, he noticed three of them were broken into and
two had broken window screens, allowing for entry through a potentially
unlocked window. According to Chai, the third house’s door appeared to
have been kicked down.
Aspen notified the roommate of senior management major Ally Sammarco
on Dec. 29 that it looked like their window screens had been removed and
there were signs of a break-in. Sammarco had a Pandora bracelet, speaker,
mini projector and Washington Nationals jersey stolen from her room.
“We definitely had our doors locked,” Sammarco said. “Aspen is telling us
that we had one window that was unlocked, but we really don’t know why it
would’ve been unlocked and we don’t really know how they got in because
none of the screens were ripped or anything. The screens looked like they’d
been tampered with but we don’t really know which window they came in
or anything, so there’s been no details really provided.”
Sammarco and her roommate said Aspen told them RCSO is going to test
a blood sample found on their window in an effort to find out who broke
into the house. Because reports have come in at separate times over break,
Hutcheson said it isn’t clear if all the break-ins occurred at once or by the
same people.
Aspen Heights also reminded residents of the option they have to place
a work order to set up a security system that sounds an alarm when there’s
movement on the first floor. The system can be set up to notify local police.
Both Aspen and the sheriff’s department encouraged students to do
everything in their power to secure their homes, especially during breaks.
“The first step is to secure the actual building itself,” Hutcheson said.
“Make sure you have all doors and windows locked. If there are valuables
that you’re able to take with you, then of course we would encourage that,
but certainly, just to make sure, double-check, triple-check that the doors,
windows and everything are secure … Also we would remind them to do
that for their vehicles.”
Hutcheson urged anyone who noticed suspicious activity leading up to
the break-ins, has any knowledge of the robberies or hasn't yet reported a
break-in to call RCSO.
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OPINION
EDITOR Kailey Cheng
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.

Rethinking
resolutions

@breezejmu

A “thanks-for-being-there”
pat to Catholic Campus Ministry
when I was looking for friends
and ended up finding a home
there.
From a sophomore who was
previously looking for friends in
the wrong places.

The Breeze

@TheBreezeOp

JACOB WEIHEIMER / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

An “I-guess-I’m-notworthy” dart to my fellow
students who feel they need
more than one table in the study
rooms at Rose.
From another student who was
stuck on the floor during exams.

An “I’m-super-broke” dart
to the ridiculous number of
textbooks I need to purchase for
classes this semester.

Thursday, January 10, 2019
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From a poor student who always
faces extreme levels of anxiety
when the time to purchase new
books comes around.

A “let’s-get-litty” pat to the
best week of the school year:
syllabus week.
From a girl who’s been waiting
for this week for the entirety of
fall semester. It’s finally here
again. Who doesn’t love a stressfree week?

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

New Year’s goals lead to
unhealthy mentalities and
shouldn’t always be made

”What annoys me more than the
[UREC] crowd is the fact that most of
them, come Febuary, will have given
up and won’t be there anymore.”
Shanna Kelly

SHANNA KELLY | simply shanna
By now, a
million articles
have been
written on
N e w Ye a r ’s
resolutions and
h o w t h e y ’ re
unhealthy.
Everything
should be in
moderation
and goals should be set for over time. But
when trying to think of my own resolution for
this year, I noticed a new unhealthy aspect
that I hadn’t noticed in the past.
New Year’s resolutions are a trend. Many
people choose one simply because it’s the
norm, not because they are positive changes
people have been wanting to make. Therefore,
resolutions require people to pick something
out about themselves or their lives that they
don’t like.
This isn’t the way to go about life, and it’s
harmful to mental health — especially today
when mental health diagnoses are becoming
more common. It’s impossible to ignore how
dangerous resolutions can be for one’s mental
state.
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

It’s human nature to look in the mirror or at
one’s life and to not like everything seen, but
that doesn’t mean we should add to these
thoughts. Every negative thought is just a
setback. It’d be better for people to look at
their lives, accept where they are and look
into 2019 positively, knowing that changes
will come in their own time.
A common resolution is to go to the gym
more and be healthier. What I’ve seen from
personal experience and from those around
me is that this doesn’t usually lead people
to healthier habits. There’s nothing healthy
about overexerting and starving oneself
simply because it’s the new year and that’s
what everyone does.
As someone who goes to the gym on a
regular basis, I’ve always gotten annoyed
with how crowded UREC gets in the month
of January. But what annoys me more than
the crowd is the fact that most of them,
come February, will have given up and
won’t be there anymore. For the first month
of the year, they walk around the gym with
a negative mindset about their bodies and
lifestyle.
These negative thoughts can easily lead
to new habits that aren’t good for one’s

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

mental state. Resolutions shouldn’t be
about unhealthy trends. It should be a time
for celebration for all one has accomplished.
Choose something positive in life and build
upon that.
Of course, there’s also a portion of society
that deserves a medal for their ability to make
positive changes to their lives as result of
New Year’s resolutions, and I don’t discredit
them at all. I simply believe that if someone
doesn’t have a resolution that’ll lead them
to be healthy mentally and physically or if
they don’t have one at the top of their head
at all, they should consider not making one.
A new year is about starting with a
clean slate and looking at the world in a
positive way. I shouldn’t have to pick out
another thing I don’t like about myself, and
I shouldn’t have to torture myself for the
month of January — neither should anyone
else. So, let’s show a little self-love for the
start of 2019. Go eat those leftover Christmas
cookies and don’t feel bad about it.
Shanna Kelly is a junior media arts
and design and Spanish double major.
Contact Shanna at breezecopy@gmail.
com.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Fashion show
failure
COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

@breezejmu

Victoria’s Secret Fashion show should be
discontinued, as it promotes unrealistic
body standards for women

MAIRIN DUFFY / THE BREEZE

RYANN SHEEHY | question everything

GOLF CLUB

Thursday, January 10, 2019

Ryann Sheehy is a sophomore theatre
and media arts and design double major.
Contact Ryann at sheehyrl@dukes.jmu.
edu.

breezejmu.org

Katrantzou said “everything that Victoria’s
Secret creates is about a woman feeling
confident and empowered — and also having
fun with what she is wearing.”
What isn’t so clear is that the “woman” she’s
talking about refers only to those who fall
within the ideal stereotype of a heterosexual,
cis-gender VS Angel. Of course those women
feel confident and empowered when they’re
constantly validated be societal images of
beauty and perfection that look just like them.
Halsey was one of the musical guests
honored to be a part of this year’s show, but
when Razek’s comments were released, she
immediately took to Instagram to express
her disappointment in the brand’s lack of
inclusion and support of the plus-size and
trans communities. As someone who’s bisexual
and a part of the LGBT community, Halsey
wrote, “We stand in solidarity. And complete
and total acceptance is the only ‘fantasy’ that
I support.”
Victoria’s Secret will undoubtedly lose
a mass of customers and fans due to these
comments, which makes the airing of next
year’s fashion show practically doomed. With
even lower ratings, it doesn’t make sense for
Victoria’s Secret to continue to broadcast
a show that represents an incredibly small
population of women in the world. Until
Victoria’s Secret makes drastic changes to its
marketing and branding, the ultimate demise
of the brand is imminent.

The Breeze

promoting body positivity and finding ways to
show that every body type is beautiful in spite
of flaws, skin color or size.
Ed Razek, the CEO for Victoria’s Secret’s
parent company L Brands, tried to address this
issue in an interview with Vogue.
“We invented the plus-size model show in
what was our sister division, Lane Bryant,”
Razek said. “Lane Bryant still sells plus-size
lingerie, but it sells a specific range, just like
every specialty retailer in the world sells a
range of clothing. As do we. We market to who
we sell to, and we don’t market to the whole
world.”
Razek makes a valid argument about
marketing, but the company is sending a
truly horrifying message, since its models
are perceived as the ideal body type. It’s
perpetuating the idea that there’s only one type
of beauty and only women who look like the
Angels can shop at their stores.
What really sank the brand, however, was
what Razek said about inclusion of transgender
models in future shows.
“Shouldn’t you have transsexuals in the
show?” Razek said. “No, I don’t think we
should. Well, why not? Because the show is a
fantasy. It’s a 42-minute entertainment special.
That’s what it is.”
It’s 2018 and there are still people in positions
of power who completely exclude the LGBT
community from this idea of a picture-perfect
“fantasy.” At this point, brands shouldn’t be
continually spreading the idea that there’s one
prescribed vision that’s better than the rest.
Even Mary Katrantzou, a British designer
for this year’s show, believes in the lies
they’ve spread about female empowerment.

@TheBreezeOp

The Victoria’s
Secret Fashion
show that
aired Dec. 2
was an annual
reminder to
women all over
the world that
they’ll never
live up to the
unrealistic
beauty standards set in place by females whose
entire job is to look perfect. Since 2001 — when
the show first aired on national television
— girls of all ages have tuned in to see their
favorite artists perform alongside the angelic
figures of Gigi and Bella Hadid, Kendall Jenner
and Karlie Kloss.
Young girls sit through an hour of model
after model strutting down the runway in bras
bedazzled with Swarovski crystals. Meanwhile,
the viewers wallow in self-pity, consuming
copious amounts of junk food and wine.
Although this has become somewhat of a
tradition for girlfriends, it may be time for this
exclusive event to be discontinued.
This year, the show aired on ABC and
garnered its lowest ratings ever with only 3.3
million viewers, as opposed to 5 million in
2017 and 6.7 million in 2016. The sharp decline
could be attributed to a more socially conscious
generation that refuses to give in to Victoria’s
Secret’s capitalistic brainwashing.
Many other brands are hopping on sizeinclusive branding that shows clothing,
lingerie, underwear and swimsuits on models
of all shapes and sizes. As a result, consumers
are responding positively. Brands like Aerie are

Minorities
represent
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JILLIAN CAREY | jillian cares

“Black Panther” (top) and “Crazy Rich Asians” stray from racist depictions.

“Love Simon” and “Crazy Rich Asians.” Each of these
movies received good reviews and did well in the box
office, and that’s because people who aren’t straight and
white flock toward whatever scraps of representation
they can get.
Besides being satisfying for those the movies
represent, media such as this is important for the overly
represented to consume as well. It’s undeniable that
there are a disproportionate amount of white people in
movies and TV shows. About 60 percent of people in
the U.S. are white, but very few movies can claim that at
least 40 percent of their cast is made of people of color.
Non-white people are cast in roles that enforce
common racist depictions — examples being black
people as thugs, Hispanic people as gardeners and so
forth. Needless to say, this isn’t the kind of representation
these groups are looking for. To make matters worse, it’s
also exceedingly rare to find media with people of color
as the main character rather than as the straight, white
male character’s sidekick.

Now hiriNg

The Breeze

@TheBreezeOp

PHOTOS COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

On average, 600 movies
are made a year. Of these
movies, the major ity
feature straight, white
people — the same kinds
of pe ople who often
don’t think about the
race or background of the
characters in the content
they consume.
The fact of the matter is
that straight, white people find themselves represented
in almost every aspect of media they come across.
Representation in media isn’t something that ventures
across their minds often, if at all. But for other people
— those of different races, sexualities or genders — the
need for representation is a lot more prevalent, to the
point where everyone sits up and takes notice when
something involving good representation arises.
Examples of this include the movies “Black Panther,”

Thursday, January 10, 2019
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for Ski SeaSon (December-march)

Employees ski/ride for free!

Openings in mountain operations and food & beverage

youtube.com/breezevideo

See all jobs & apply at maSSreSortjobS.com
Ski SeaSon PaSSeS now on Sale!

Special Value Pass is only $235!
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Respectful representation in
media is important for minorities
and needs to be improved
“Love Simon” is a great example of a
representative movie. Not only is it the
cheesy kind of romance so many LGBT
people desire, but it also has a happy
ending and even an interracial romance.
Besides representation being important
so that minorities can see themselves on
screen and relate to people who look, act
or think like them, it also gives minorities
a better chance to get the roles they
deserve. This is why it’s a problem when
roles originally made for a minority —
perhaps a person of color originally from
a book — are given to white people. It takes
away desperately needed representation,
and most of the time no one but those
minorities even notice.
Media needs to be examined critically.
This way, media with more diverse casts
will receive the proper attention and
funding they deserve, meanwhile media
with a majority of straight, white characters
will realize they need to improve if they
want to continue to be successful.
Jillian Carey is a freshman media arts
and design major. Contact Jillian at
careyjc@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Finding media representing LGBT
people is no easy feat either. Often times
these stories are written or directed by
someone with no connection to the LGBT
community — not to mention the fact that
the majority of movies that depict queer
love stories and experiences are created
solely to be tearjerkers. They tend to follow
the common trope appropriately titled
“Bury Your Gays,” when at the end of the
film, the LGBT character not only fails to
achieve a happy ending, but often winds
up dead. Examples of this phenomena
include “American Horror Story,” “Voltron:
Legendary Defender,” “The Walking Dead,”
“Orange is The New Black,” and many
more. This problem is so prevalent that
the website “doesthedogdie” has created
a sub-page titled, “Does an LGBT person
die.”
While there certainly are queer people
who experience tragedies like those
depicted on screen, these experiences
aren’t characteristic of most LGBT
individuals, and these representations
aren’t very inspiring for LGBT youths
who could grow up thinking they’re going
to face terrors such as these. This is why

DEC. 31
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local, seasonal food & finely curated market
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Behind the scenes of a livestock sale
in the state’s largest cattle county
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Shenandoah Valley Livestock Sales sells animals like goats, sheep and hogs, but 90 percent of its profits are made off cattle.
By ABBY CHURCH
The Breeze

Inside the Shenandoah Valley Livestock
Sales building, it sounds like a second-rate
choral group warming up — not bad, given
all its members are cattle.
The wooden catwalks above the pens
are worn from years of use. Everything is
covered by a thin layer of dirt and it smells
of farm: a mixture of hay and manure.
It’s a sale day. Moos of all magnitudes
and the occasional bleat vibrate through
the air, leaving little space to think.
The sale has been around since 1935 and
auctions cattle, hogs, sheep and goats to
the highest bidder every Wednesday and
Saturday. Rockingham County is the state’s
largest cattle county and according to a
report from the United States Department
of Agriculture, it’s estimated there are
100,000 cattle and calves in the county
alone.
“It’s a combination of beef and dairy and
we’re the only county in the state that has
a large amount of dairy cattle,” owner and
manager Michael Ritchie said. “And, of
course, we have a population of old-order
Mennonites and that’s what a lot of them
do, they have dairy farms.”
Last year, the auction sold 66,000 animals
with about 90 percent being cattle. This
year, the number is expected to increase to
around 70,000.
“Say a 400-pound black Angus steer
calf — he’ll bring, say, $1.50 to a $1.60 per

pound and so, pretty much, if he brings
$1.50, [then] $600 for the animal,” Ritchie
said. “The market, it fluctuates some from
week to week or depending on who’s
buying.”
Animals are offloaded into the building
at 6 a.m. when their owners begin dropping
them off. They meander down catwalks to
be sorted and are grouped by size before
being penned using a chart, which indicates
where the animal should go based on its
weight, grade and sex. This process takes
until 2 p.m. Ritchie has already been here
since 4:30 in the morning.
It takes about 30 people to put on a sale,
with Saturday being the biggest; most work
part time.
Down a set of steep wooden stairs from
the catwalks, Ritchie stands in the midst
of organized, mooing chaos beside a redand-white scalehouse and giant scale
while wearing a dark blue hoodie and
Wrangler jeans.
Cattle quickly enter the grated mud and
manure-coated scale, which looks more
like a small pen. Ritchie stands to the side,
calling out each animal’s weight, sex and
assigned pen number from the chart to a
microphone perched on the edge of the
fence.
The process needs to be quick. Several
hundred cattle need to be weighed before
the sale begins.
Sometimes cattle enter the scale in
singles, other times in sets of two. It’s 10:24
a.m. now, and so far, 600 or 700 cattle have

Hart and Cranston play peculiar friends in their new movie.

TRISTAN LOREI / THE BREEZE

gone through the process — black cattle
with tufts of fur on their heads, beige cattle,
black-and-white cattle wearing white tags
as earrings, chestnut-colored cattle, bulls,
steers and heifers. The auction will sell
about 15 breeds.
In the scalehouse, weighmasters
Heather Strickler and Jackie Cleaver work
by a black-and-silver Fairbanks-Morse
beam scale in yellow long-sleeved shirts
and vests.
Their side on the right of the house is
digital, but the analog beam scale remains
in place. As each cow enters, the weight
shows up with green numbers. Strickler
and Cleaver repeatedly stamp tickets — it
must be muscle memory.
Farmers fill out dock tickets when they’re
in line. Each ticket has the number of cattle
each farmer brought and they follow their
animals through the penning process.
When their cattle are weighed, the ticket
comes to the scalehouse where Cleaver
and Strickler create weigh tickets, which
has the head (number of cattle), mark
(identification number of each animal),
pen number and weight.
Cleaver and Strickler put the farmer’s
name on it, stamp the weights and toss the
dock ticket into a shallow cardboard box
for owners to grab. Some owners argue the
numbers — it’s important to be precise. From
here, the owner takes it to the office, where the
information is put into a computer.
see CATTLE, page 17

This weekend’s best in arts
and entertainment
Unusual
companions

In “The Upside,” to be released
this Friday, Kevin Hart and Bryan
Cranston play an ex-convict
and paralyzed billionarie with
a strange friendship. Regal
Harrisonburg Stadium 14’s first
showtime is 7 p.m. Thursday.

Seeing double

Longtime friends and pop-rap
duo Jack & Jack are releasing
their debut album, “A Good
Friend is Nice,” this Friday.

Editor’s pick

The Culture editors love a good
sushi roll, and our favorites are
at Sakura #10. Restaurant goers
can buy three rolls for a little
over $11. We recommend the
Tuna Mango Roll and Peanut
Avocado Roll.
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After strong fan reactions regarding Netflix’s announcement that “Friends” would be removed Jan. 1, the streaming service signed a $100 million contract to renew the show for a year.

@breeze_culture

By BRITTANY BELL
The Breeze

7. Season 5, Episodes 23-24
“The One in Vegas”

6. Season 5, Episode 14

While trying to get Rachel to stop being
upset about aging on her 30th birthday, the
group begins reminiscing on all their 30th
birthdays in a series of flashbacks. Phoebe
realizes her actual age and Joey helps her feel
accomplished. Rachel’s iconic list of her plans
to get married and have children before 35 is
relatable as she claims she should’ve had to
meet the guy by now.

The beginning of season five is notorious
for establishing Monica and Chandler’s secret
romance. When Rachel and Phoebe find out
the two are dating, they go to hilarious lengths
to get them to admit it. Meanwhile, Ross tries
to snag Naked Man’s apartment when it goes
up for rent and eventually finds out after
accidentally seeing Monica and Chandler
through Naked Man’s window.

8. Season 5, Episode 8

5. Season 6, Episodes 15-16

“The One Where They All Turn 30”

“The One With all the Thanksgivings”
The group spends Thanksgiving retelling

“The One Where Everyone Finds Out”

“The One that Could’ve Been”

This two-part episode focuses on the theme

“The One With the Proposal”

In this two-part season finale, Rachel, Joey
and Phoebe go to a silent auction, where Joey
accidentally buys a boat. Ross struggles in his
relationship with Elizabeth and eventually
breaks up with her while Chandler plans
to propose to Monica. His proposal goes
awry when Richard gets in the way and tries
winning Monica back. When Monica goes
missing to see Richard, the friends are in a
panic to find her and Chandler thinks he’s
ruined his chances. Then he finds her back at
the apartment proposing to him instead.

3. Season 4, Episodes 23-24
“The One With Ross’s Wedding”

This episode takes place in London at Ross
and Emily’s wedding. Naturally, chaos ensues.
Monica and Chandler both have rough nights
during the rehearsal and end up drinking
and waking up in bed together the next day.
Phoebe and Rachel stayed home in New York
until Rachel realizes she still loves Ross and
goes to London to stop the wedding. Despite
changing her mind, the wedding still takes a
twist when Ross accidentally says Rachel’s

2. Season 7, Episodes 23-24

“The One With Monica and Chandler’s
Wedding”
As a huge fan of Monica and Chandler’s
relationship, this two-part season finale is
definitely one of my favorites. The episode
focuses on their wedding, one that comes with
many complications. Chandler gets cold feet
right before the ceremony, and Phoebe and
Ross must help him through it. Meanwhile,
Joey is supposed to be the officiant but is held
up due to shooting a scene in a movie. Adding
to the chaos, an unknown pregnancy test is
discovered, which is presumed to be Monica’s
until the end when it’s revealed to be Rachel’s.

1. Season 10, Episodes 17-18
“The Last One”

The last episode is the culmination of the series
and concludes each character’s storyline. Monica
and Chandler finally find a house and are in the
process of moving when Emily, their surrogate,
goes into labor and it’s revealed that she had
twins. Meanwhile, Rachel gets a job offer in Paris
and Ross must decide whether or not to accept
his feelings for her. After a going back-and-forth,
he finally chases her to the airport and confesses
his love, but she gets on the plane anyway. A
show’s worth of Ross and Rachel is finally settled
when he gets home and she appears, revealing
that she “got off the plane.”
CONTACT Brittany Bell at bellbl@dukes.jmu.
edu. For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle
of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the culture desk on Twitter @Breeze_
Culture.
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9. Season 7, Episode 14

“The One With the Morning After”

4. Season 6 Episodes 24-25

name instead of Emily’s during the vows.

breezejmu.org

After Ross and Rachel get into a fight,
Ross sleeps with another girl and spends
the episode trying to hide it from Rachel.
Once she finds out, Ross must deal with the
repercussions and end of their relationship.
This episode is the jumpstart to the rest of the
series’ famous trope, “We were on a break!”

In this two-part episode, the group goes
to Las Vegas for Chandler and Monica’s
anniversary and to visit Joey, who’s
supposedly doing a film shoot. They quickly
realize the shoot was canceled long before
they got there. Chandler and Monica get into
a fight about Richard, Monica’s ex, and after
making up, they decide to get married. Ross
and Rachel beat them to it, having married
each other after spending a night drinking in
the hotel.

10. Season 3, Episode 16

“what-if” when Rachel finds out that Barry
and Mindy are getting a divorce and wonders
what would’ve happened if she never left him
at the altar. In the alternate universe, Ross is
still married to Carol, Monica is fat and dating
a guy named Roger, Joey is famous and still on
“Days of Our Lives,” Chandler is a struggling
comic writer and Phoebe works as a stock
broker. The storyline follows the lives of these
alternate characters and how their paths cross
in different ways.

The Breeze

“Friends” has been on Netflix since 2015.
However, recent reports of Netflix taking it
off in January 2019 have driven people into a
frenzy. Due to the backlash received, Netflix
decided to pay $100 million to keep the show,
but only for one more year. For those who
want to reminisce but don’t have time to
rewatch all 10 seasons, here are my top-10
favorite episodes.

their past worst Thanksgivings in a series of
flashbacks. Joey getting his head stuck in a
turkey is a classic, but the most dramatic story
was Monica accidentally cutting Chandler’s
toe off during their first encounter. Her guilt
leads to her wearing the turkey head and
Chandler revealing that he loves her at the
end of the episode.

@Breeze_Culture

With the sitcom’s future on Netflix up in the air, here are the top 10 episodes to watch in 2019
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Auditor by day, DJ by night, JMU alumnus performs
alongside major artists and pursues music career
COURTESY OF DEREK ATTARDI

@Breeze_Culture

@breeze_culture

By MICHAEL STEARMAN
contributing writer

Inside the Sands Event Center in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, awaits an escape from normal life
and avenue into ecstatic distraction. Filling the
air is a cascade of colorful beams as a booming
bass pulses throughout the room.
From every direction, the blare of electronic
music is all anyone can hear. As hands are
raised in the air and fists pump to the beat, a
lone individual stands at the front of the room
on a raised circular platform, orchestrating this
coalescence of sweat, sound and strobe lights.
His name is Derek Attardi — better known as
Deerock.
Attardi, a JMU alumnus (’17), has been DJing
since he went to Firefly Music Festival in June
2014 — the first summer after his high school
graduation. Despite the different paths his
friends from home took upon graduating, they
all met back up for the festival. This was the
launching point for his future career.
“I look back on those experiences and there
wasn’t a worry in my mind,” Attardi said. “We
were all there to listen to good music.”

Attardi is a self-proclaimed extrovert, and
his desire to bring people together comes as no
surprise to his close friends. Kevin Kolb, one of
his best friends and a coworker at the auditing
firm KPMG, thinks Attardi’s outgoing nature has
helped him excel.
“One of the best things about Derek is that
he knows how to talk to people in a genuine
way,” Kolb said. “A lot of people want to hear
themselves talk, but Derek actually cares. I think
that’s helped him get to where he is today.”
Attardi has performed at venues like Club Lavo
in New York City and Echostage in Washington,
D.C., which is the district’s largest indoor concert
venue. He’s collaborated with artists such as
Two Friends and Lost Kings and performed at
festivals with Steve Aoki and deadmau5.
But it wasn’t always like this.
From making playlists for fraternity basement
parties and performing at small venues like The
Golden Pony in Harrisonburg to eventually
opening for name-brand artists and venues,
Attardi had to climb the ladder.
His determination to improve every day has
enabled him to succeed. He keeps a notepad of
his goals and achievements he’s accumulated

over time. After four years, he has implemented
more complicated techniques into his music.
“I started in my apartment just playing by
myself, messing around,” Attardi said. “I started
getting interested in music theory, focusing on
the BPMs (beats per minute) and keys of certain
songs.”
Attardi’s big break came when he opened
at The Jefferson Theater in Charlottesville,
Virginia, for Kap Slap in December 2017. After
seeing that Kap Slap didn’t have an opening
act, he contacted his booking agent on a whim.
In the email, Attardi told him, “bring the paper
towels, because I’m bringing everyone I know
from JMU,” a reference to one of Kap Slap’s most
popular mixes.
The DJ and his agent were impressed not only
with his musical talent, but his drive as well. He
got the gig, organized bus transportation along
with a promo code and shuttled 160 students to
Charlottesville to see the show.
“There are a lot of people who are great
at DJing, but who can’t self-promote,” Paul
Somers, owner and operator of The Golden
Pony, said. “That was one of the things that
set him apart. He would see to it that the show

turnout would be beyond substantial.”
Today, Attardi has honed in on perfecting a
niche of electronic music, known as “tropical
house” — a combination of reggae fusion and
deep house. It overlaps sounds of steel drums,
marimba and guitar with an electronic pulse,
creating a more relaxed form of house music.
“Music is one of those small moments that
bring people together, that becomes a bigger
moment,” Attardi said.
While Attardi is now an auditor at KPMG,
DJing remains his passion. After a long day at
work, he’ll escape into his laboratory of drum
machines and synths, conjuring up new songs
and mixes. The hope is to eventually make this
his livelihood, uplifting people with “dope”
new music full time.
“I use it as a way to express my personality,”
Attardi said. “I can’t talk to you, but I’ll play good
music that’ll make you happy.”
CONTACT Michael Stearman at stearmmx@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter
@Breeze_Culture.
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CONTACT
Abby Church at
thebreezeculture@gmail.com.
For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and
Harrisonburg
communities,
follow the culture desk on Twitter
@Breeze_Culture.
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It takes around 30 people to put on a sale every Wednesday and Saturday.

They can tell which animals they
need to keep their eyes on. The worst
injury Ritchie’s seen is a broken leg.
“I can look at their eyes and see
whether they’re gonna come after you
or not,” Ritchie said. “Their demeanor
just changes and they just get a look
… You can’t be too scared of them.
You have to take some risks.”
The auction ring is bowl-like with
rickety wooden chairs around it.
Conversation drowns out the animal
calls while workers spray down the
sawdust-covered floor with a hose so
it doesn’t kick up into the animals’
eyes.
When a woman pulls the rope on
a giant, red dusty bell, the auction
begins. First out are the goats.
Animals are directed around the
ring by workers with sticks. Once
they’re shown, the animals exit
through a door at the right and head
back to their pen. All the while, bids
are called.
Grant Rhodes is today’s jabbering
auctioneer.
“The main thing you’re saying is the
number,” Rhodes said. “What you’re
asking for. And then in between,
instead of saying ‘21, 21, 21, 21,’ you
gotta have a little filler.”
His is “dollar now.”
“21 dollar now one, 21 dollar

now two, dollar now three,” he said,
demonstrating his talking routine.
Bidding is done by visual code.
Some use a slight pistol-firing gesture,
flicking their hand to the sky.
Some raise a hand, others raise
white pamphlets and some do the
world’s smallest nod. Others still
seemingly just need to make eye
contact. It can be hard to keep score.
The selling is monotonous,
but some animals entertain. A
rambunctious goat with curved horns
prances around the arena, its shaggy
black and white coat almost scraping
the ground.
The sheep follow the goats, then
the hogs. Then it’s the cattle. Ritchie,
Rhodes and Strickler take the raised,
red and white wooden stand. A
second ding of the bell signals the
start.
A group of massive brown and
white cattle draws audible attention
as it circles the arena. As quickly as
they enter, the animals exit. Rhodes
leans into his microphone.
“That’s all that pen, lock ’em up.”

SPORTS

EMAIL breezesports@gmail.com

@TheBreezeSports

@thebreezesports
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Cignetti led the Elon Pheonix to back-to-back FCS playoff appearances and amassed a record of 14-9 during his time at the school.

‘I’m just ready to go’

Cignetti brings a lifetime of football experience to hungry JMU program

Thursday, January 10, 2019

breezejmu.org

By CATIE HARPER
The Breeze

Freshly hired and just starting
to grasp the route from his hotel to
Bridgeforth Stadium, Curt Cignetti
walked up to the podium in the club
suite to address both the media and
JMU Nation on Dec. 17 for the first time
as the new head football coach.
“You want me to play it safe today
or let it rip?” Cignetti asked. “’Sup
Charlie? I haven’t heard from you this
morning.”
“Day’s young,” Charlie King, senior
vice president of administration
and finance at JMU and one of the
administrators who hired Cignetti,
quipped back.
The quick exchange between
employer and employee allowed those
who made their way to the stadium
to catch a glimpse of the personality
Cignetti carries. It was also made

evident during his first few minutes
at the podium that Cignetti is eager
to bring a JMU team that fell short of
preseason expectations back to the top
of the FCS.
While often boasted as the best job
in the FCS by those connected to the
program, JMU has room to improve in
Cignetti’s eyes. To the Pennsylvania
native, JMU is the best FCS job east
of the Mississippi and among the top
two or three in the nation.
“Words can’t express how excited
and grateful I am to have this
opportunity to lead this program,”
Cignetti said. “I heard Jeff [Bourne]
say it was the best in America and I
think that’s why I’m standing here. I
have to make it the best in America
because, right now, it’s not the best
in America based on our four losses
last year.”
The former Elon head coach is
taking over a program that sailed

to new heights under previous
leader Mike Houston during his
three seasons in Harrisonburg. Even
with an early exit from the 2018
playoffs, two national championship
appearances set a high standard for
Cignetti to meet. After crossing off
the numerous names of possible
replacements, JMU didn’t have a
hard time choosing Cignetti.
“You don’t have to look much
further than Curt’s resume to see he
checks all the boxes,” JMU Director
of Athletics Jeff Bourne said. “He’s
been a head coach for eight years,
five playoff appearances in those
eight years and a winning season
every year, even though the programs
where he may have come did not
have those kinds of records.”
Cignetti’s life hasn’t only revolved
around football during his 36-year
coaching career. Raised by Frank
Cignetti Sr. — whose name was

enshrined in the College Football
Hall of Fame in 2013 — Curt has lived
the game his whole life.
Curt’s father walked the sidelines
of multiple high schools and colleges
for 45 years, collecting a career record
of 231-86-1. While he never coached
with his father — Curt did coach at
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
like Frank did — and only spent one
year playing for him, Curt learned not
only about football from his dad, but
about life as well.
“He’s such a great role model,” Curt
said. “People need role models in life.
Let’s face it, there’s not enough.”
To this day, 82-year-old Frank
Sr. still makes time to work out two
hours a day and watch his sons Curt
and Frank Cignetti Jr. — who has
coached for three NFL teams —
coach every weekend. Throughout
his own coaching career, Curt has
come to expect a phone call from his

dad after every game. The only catch:
Curt answers that call only about a
third of the time.
Similar to his own life, Curt
raised his family in a football
household. With three kids — now
all adults — the Cignetti residence
was often buzzing with different
sports practices. Having a father
who switched jobs multiple times
throughout their childhood led to
new homes, schools and friends.
However, Curt’s daughters Carly and
Natalie appreciated all the different
places they encountered.
“You put your roots in a place and
you make your friends and you start
your life and then all of a sudden, dad
says, ‘Hey, guess what? We’re going
to go again,’” Curt’s oldest daughter
Carly told Curt Dudley of JMU
Athletics. “[Moving] is always hard
at first, but reflecting on it now, it
was really an incredible experience.”
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what to look for in people, and how to develop
a football team, and how to manage a football
game, and how to make decisions, when to make
decisions, what decisions are important [and]
what decisions are not important.”
After just one season with Saban, Curt felt he
was ready to move on and lead a program himself.
However, he remained with the team for three
more years. Following those few extra seasons,
Curt took what he learned from Saban and went
to IUP.
“Alabama had a great name and Coach Saban —
who I learned a lot from — had some experience,”
Curt said. “But he became Nick Saban and they
became Alabama again when they got the right
guy and the right place together.”
The lessons from Saban and his father have
helped Curt turn the programs he led into
winning ones. In his eight years as a head coach,
Curt has amassed a career record of 67-26 and
earned five playoff berths.
While the record speaks for itself, that’s not all
Curt wants to be known for both now and when
his career comes to a close. To him, what’s more
important is the kind of man he is.
“At the end of the day, people will remember
how many games I won, how many championships

we won,” Curt said. “That’s what will live on the
internet, that’s what will be in black and white ...
But the people you meet, the relationships that
you develop, they’re going to remember, ‘Who
was Curt Cignetti? What did he stand for? What
were his ideals and values?’ and it’s important to
me to be the best person that I can be.”
After being bounced from the playoffs in the
second round, the JMU faithful are ready for the
2019 season to get underway. With just under
seven months until the Dukes kick off against
Curt’s alma mater West Virginia, his expectations
are high.
“There’s only one James Madison — there’s only
one,” Curt said. “There’s tremendous resources
here and I think with the right plan, vision and
blueprint, the sky is the limit.”
As his formal introduction came to a close and
he got ready to answer questions from the media,
Curt closed his formal greeting much to the way
he started it.
“I’m just ready to go,” Curt said. “So, did I play
it safe or let it all hang out?”
@thebreezesports

With their home base now in Harrisonburg,
Curt’s daughters are excited to see what their
dad can do at the school the family has tabbed
“the Alabama of the FCS.” While they’ve yet to
experience a season supporting the purple and
gold, there are still memories they hold from
watching JMU play Elon.
“Do you want to know what I knew about
JMU?” Natalie jokingly asked Dudley. “I knew
about the streamers they threw at us when we
were at Elon.”
It hasn’t just been Curt’s dad who has left a
major impact on his life and coaching career. Prior
to becoming a head coach himself, Curt worked
with football legends Nick Saban at Alabama and
Johnny Majors at Pittsburgh.
During his time at FBS-powerhouse Alabama,
Curt recruited players who went on to have
successful NFL careers like Julio Jones, Mark
Ingram and Dont’a Hightower. While recruiting
big names to an Alabama team that hadn’t seen
an SEC title since 1999 prior to Saban’s arrival,
Curt was learning what it took to build a football
program from one of the game’s best coaches.
“I learned how to run a program and
compartmentalize and how important recruiting
and development was,” Curt said. “[I learned]

CONTACT Catie Harper at breezesports@gmail.
com. For more football coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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top with sauteed
Spinach Stuffed Shells Eggplant Rollantini
shrimp. . . . . . . . . . 4.00
12.49
9.49

small 12’ . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.95
additional toppings 1.25 each
additional toppings 1.75 each

Toppings:

extra cheese
ground beef
pepperoni
sundried tomato
bacon
roasted red peppers
sliced sausage
green peppers
crumbled sausage provolone
ham
cheddar
meatballs
eggplant

additional toppings 2.00 each

New York Slice

14.50

additional toppings .75 each

1.95

artichoke hearts
black olives
fresh tomato
onion
mushrooms
pineapple

spinach
garlic
anchovies
jalepeño peppers
broccoli
hot peppers

Tomato & Fresh
Mozzarella. . . 7.99 Basket
Fried
Calamari. . . . .7.99

Philly Steak
4-Bean Garden
Salad. . . . . . . . . 6.99 Caesar. . . . . . . .7.99
House
Antipasto
Salad. . . . . . . . . 9.49 Salad. . . . . . . . . .3.99
Soup of
the Day. . . . . . 3.99

O’ Chips. 3.99
add mozzarella
or cheddar for .75

Brushetta. . . . 4.99

Chicken Caesar Chef’s
Salad. . . . . . . . . 7.99 Salad. . . . . . . . . .7.99

Minstrone. . . . 3.49

Italian
Wings. . .7.99

Salad Dressings:
House Italian, Ranch, Thousand
Island, Bleu Cheese, Balsamic,
Caesar, Honey Mustard, Catalina,
Raspberry Vinaigrette

Original
Calzone. . . . . . . . 8.99
Chicken Florentine
Calzone. . . . . . . . 9.99
Vinny’s
Calzone. . . . . . . .7.99
additional toppings .75 each

take out orders: get 10%
off with your Student ID

Thursday, January 10, 2019

large 16’ . . . . . . . . . . . 11.95

Sicilian Pizza

16x16 inch square pizza

Spinach & Artichoke
Creamy Dip. . . . .7.49

breezejmu.org

Cheese Pizza

Mozzarella
Sticks. . . . . . . . 6.49 Pot O’
Gold. . . . 6.49

The Breeze

Parmigianos
Baked Spaghetti Four Cheese Ravioli
9.49
9.49
veal. . . . . . . .14.99
Vodka
Rigatoni
Chicken
Marsala
eggplant. . . .11.99 with grilled chicken
13.99
11.99 Chicken Piccata
chicken. . . . .12.49
13.99
Fettuccine Alfredo Braised Beef New!
Pappardelle
9.49
12.99 Cheese Manicotti
add sauteed
9.49
Tortolloni Campagnola
mushrooms. . . . .1.25
11.49 Lobster Ravioli New!
top with grilled
Lasagna
14.99
chicken breast. . . 2.50
9.99 Pesto Ricotta New!

@TheBreezeSports

COME IN and check out the
full menu today!
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Is the future of NFL success offense or defense?

Stout defenses historically
lead to Super Bowls
By JORDAN SIMAL
The Breeze

Defense wins championships. Those three
words have stood true in football since the
league’s creation and continue to. Even in the
present age of high-powered offenses, a solid
defense is the key to winning it all.
One NFL game earlier this season caught the
eyes of the nation. On a Monday night at the
famed L.A. Coliseum, the Kansas City Chiefs
and Los Angeles Rams lit up the scoreboard,
combining for 105 points in the Rams’ 54-51
shootout win. For a game that some are debating
as the “greatest ever played,” it featured something
many fans forget amid all the aerial touchdowns
from Jared Goff and Patrick Mahomes — there
were three defensive scores.
Rams linebacker Samson Ebukam had both
a fumble return for a touchdown and pick-six,
while Kansas City defensive end Allen Bailey
returned a loose ball to the end zone. There
were also an additional four turnovers that led
the game to its conclusion.
Undoubtedly, the high-flying offensive battle
between two of the NFL’s youngest quarterbacks
was impressive and entertaining to watch, but
the two defenses were pivotal in the game’s final
score and are often lost in the conversation.
This year’s best proof of defensive superiority
has been the Chicago Bears. It’s a franchise that’s
had less than five wins in each of its last four
seasons, but with key defensive additions like
former Oakland Raider Khalil Mack and rookie
Roquan Smith, it went 12-4 with the league’s topranked defense. During 2018, the Bears recorded
up 51 sacks, 18 fumbles — six from Mack — and 29
interceptions on the year, with five brought back
for touchdowns.
These are just a few examples of key defenses
from this season. The NFL’s rules have been
altered over the years, restricting the physicality
of how its defenses operate and giving offenses
an advantage in modern football. However, the
NFL has historically proven that defenses are
behind Super Bowl championships and some of
football’s most historic teams.
The Pittsburgh Steelers are among the most
historic NFL teams, known for the “Immaculate

Reception” in 1972 and the Ben Roethlisberger
era. However, what the Steelers are known best
for is their “Steel Curtain” defense led by Hall of
Fame defenders like “Mean” Joe Greene and Jack
Lambert, who led Pittsburgh to four Super Bowls
from 1975 to 1980.
Other notable defenses include the 1985 Bears,
who had arguably the best defense in NFL history
behind Hall of Famers Mike Singletary, Richard
Dent and Wilbur Marshall. Chicago’s “46” defense
implemented by defensive coordinator Buddy
Ryan “shuffled” the Bears to an unprecedented
15-1 record and their first-ever Super Bowl.
In Super Bowl XX against the New England
Patriots, Chicago’s defense sacked New England
quarterbacks Steve Grogan and Tony Eason
seven times while grabbing two interceptions
and forcing four fumbles.
As the NFL has evolved to what it is today, time
has only reassured the importance of defense.
The 2000 Baltimore Ravens defense, led by Hall
of Fame linebacker Ray Lewis, shut down the New
York Giants in Super Bowl XXXV, intercepting
and sacking quarterback Kerry Collins four
times each. The Seattle Seahawks and their
“Legion of Boom” had 28 interceptions in 2013
and destroyed Peyton Manning and the Denver
Broncos in Super Bowl XLVIII. Two years later,
Von Miller and the Broncos had 14 interceptions,
22 fumbles and 52 sacks on their way to winning
Super Bowl 50.
The importance of a strong defense can’t
be stressed enough. In the modern era of the
NFL, it seems half of the league has an offense
that can compete for the playoffs, but only
a handful of teams hold a defense that can
shut down their opponents. Today’s audience
may favor high-scoring and five-touchdown
games from young quarterbacks, but the NFL’s
defenses are the key to whether or not high-flying
offenses get their shot at the Lombardi Trophy.
Defense in football shouldn’t be treated any
less entertaining than an offense and is still the
most crucial part in building a winning program.
CONTACT Jordan Simal at
simaljg@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more sports coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter at
@TheBreezeSports.

The Chicago Bears had the NFL’s best scoring defense in 2018.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE
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The NFL’s elite have high-scoring offenses
By GRAYSON HEFLIN
The Breeze

CONTACT Grayson Heflin at heflingt@dukes.jmu.edu.
For more sports coverage, follow the sports desk on
Twitter at @TheBreezeSports.

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

1476 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA
(540) 746-7515

breezejmu.org

at

Packsaddle Ridge
packsaddleinfo@gmail.com

FOLLOW THE MANIA
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ONLY 15 MINUTES FROM JMU
AVOID HIGH TRANSPORTATION RATES
(540) 269-8188

The Breeze

grilledcheesemania.com
Monday–Saturday
11am – 7pm

EVENT

3067 Packsaddle Trail
Keezletown, VA 22832

@TheBreezeSports

HOST
YOUR
FRATERNITY/SORORITY

@thebreezesports

The 2018 NFL season was a massive year for offensive
success producing winning teams. With a steady increase of
offensive complexity and the league’s turn to aid offensive
production, the future of the NFL is clearly offensively driven.
Of the 12 teams to make the playoffs this season, 10 of them
had top-13 offenses in terms of points per game. Furthermore,
the top four seeds in the playoffs — the Kansas City Chiefs, Los
Angeles Rams, New Orleans Saints and New England Patriots
— had the top four scoring offenses in the league, averaging
31.75 points per game.
Even of the eight teams remaining in the playoffs, six of
them rank in the top six of scoring offenses. Having a balanced
attack of a strong offense and defense is certainly important,
but it’s crucial to point out that the No. 1 and No. 2 scoring
defenses in the 2018 regular season — the Chicago Bears and
Baltimore Ravens — lost their opening-round matchups of the
postseason and the No. 3 and No. 4 scoring defenses — the
Tennessee Titans and Jacksonville Jaguars — combined for a
14-21 record and both missed the playoffs.
While the NFL had an offensive explosion this season — as
three teams scored over 500 points for the first time ever —
the league has been growing more and more offense-oriented
since the NFL merger in 1970. In the debut year of the NFL,
teams averaged 4.6 yards per play. That number has steadily
grown since, making its way up to 5.2 last year and 5.58 in 2018.
The coaching carousel is also a clear indication that the
NFL is moving forward with an emphasis on finding offensive
fruition. A number of the top considerations for this year’s
coach of the year — the Bears’ Matt Nagy, the Indianapolis
Colts’ Frank Reich and the Saints’ Sean Payton — are offensive
playcallers. Over the last two seasons and this current

offseason, there have been 15 head-coaching hires, and 10 of
them come from offensive backgrounds.
The immediate turnaround of teams’ success behind smart
offensive coaches like Sean McVay with the Rams or Nagy with
the Bears has prompted the majority of the league to find a
replica of young, creative coaches with offensive backgrounds.
On Monday, the Green Bay Packers hired former Titans
offensive coordinator Matt LaFleur, despite him having just
two years with play-calling experience. The Arizona Cardinals
brought in former Texas Tech head coach Kliff Kingsbury,
who has just two years of NFL experience, after firing their
defensive-minded coach Steve Wilks following just one
season.
Even the league itself has caught wind of this offensive
growth and made several rule changes that benefit NFL
offenses. Defensive pass-interference calls were given out at
an alarming rate this year, and the ruling of a catch has been
modified to where receivers have a lower risk of fumbling
the ball or dropping a pass. Pass-rushers can also no longer
aggressively bring quarterbacks to the ground on sacks, and
the overall safety of the quarterback has been prioritized
because of the position’s importance to successful teams.
The argument can still be made that a top offense
and defense are necessary to be an elite team in today’s
NFL, but winning programs in 2018 were more likely to
have a top offense rather than a top defense. Given the
rise in offensive production on the field, rapid growth
of teams hiring offensive-minded head coaches and
rule changes helping protect offensive personnel, the
future of the league is one fully centered around offense.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

2 They may be
tickled
3 Late host of
“Parts Unknown”
4 Corduroy ridges
5 Citrus suffix
6 Unpredictable
7 Whistleblowerprotecting org.
8 Landlocked
African nation
9 Bias
10 Meditative
exercise regimen
11 Country music?
12 “Grand”
mountains
15 Duke VIP
17 “How do I love
__?”: Browning
21 Ask (for), as
money
23 Deceptive move
26 Tops in a lingerie
catalog
27 “Pinball Wizard”
show
28 Basic skills
31 Greek lamb
sandwich
32 Rip to pieces
33 Really annoyed,
with “off”
35 Unacceptable to
some, for short

Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved

Find answers
to crossword
online at
breezejmu.org.
©2019 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

36 Protection from
snorers
39 Italian city that
hosts the annual
Eurochocolate
Festival
40 Eucalyptus
munchers
41 Really rile
42 Inverse trig
function
44 Offended
45 Snacks

1/9/19

47 Not straight up
48 Greenberg or
Golic of sportstalk radio
49 Catches some
rays
52 Potter’s
medium
53 His nap cost him
the race
54 Stained-glass
piece
57 Felon’s flight

1
3

2
4

A few orchestra-quality violins
and violas for sale. I am selling my
collection of instruments. These
instruments will serve a young and
talented musician well. Serious
inquiries text 540-842-2444.

SERVICES
Ballroom and Latin Dance
Lessons
Just 4 U. Ballroom and Latin
dance classes. College students
only. Dance for fun or learn to
compete. Second Sunday each
month 4:00- 5:00 PM at Dancing
With Karen studio 77 E Market St.
$5 student cost. 2nd Sunday swing
follows this class each month. No
sign up- walk in!
Dancingwithkaren.com for info.

JOBS
City of Harrisonburg Seasonal
Positions - Summer 2019
Looking for a Summer 2019
job? If so, consider applying to a
seasonal position with the City of
Harrisonburg’s Parks and Recreation
Department! To find out more
details on available positions,
visit our website at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.

Yard Work Needed
Looking for someone to do GENERAL
YARD WORK. Very flexible hours.
Very good pay. Located in Penn
Laird. Call (540)289-6181.

HOUSING
1 bed fully furnished, 1/2 a block
away from JMU
$850 mo. Looking for 1 person
for large one bedroom fully
furnished (if needed.) 2 closets,
full kitchen w/ ss appliances. Full
laundry and full bath. Private
entrance. Pool Privileges. One
Car off-street parking. ½ block
to JMU’s North Entrance. $850
a month plus deposit. A must
see! Contact (540)820-7653
or rodney@820sold.com.
3 Bedrooms for Rent in
Northfield Ct $495 each
Looking for three individuals who
would like to rent together $495 per
bedroom. Newly renovated brick
townhouse in Northfield Ct. Two
master suites upstairs walk-in closets
and Dual entry Baths. Basement
offers third bedroom, full bath,
large rec-room and walkout, fenced
yard. Shared laundry in Basement.
Main level shared space offers large
living, dining, kitchen, half bath
and walkout deck. Unit very energy
efficient. Utilities not included. Call
Rodney Williams (540) 820-7653.

breezejmu.org

Complete the grid so
each row, column
and 3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every digit,
1 to 9. For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, please visit
sudoku.org.uk

Violins & Violas For Sale

Van/Car Driver with
Harrisonburg Department of
Public Transportation
Do you have an excellent driving
record and desire to utilize your
experience of operating mediumsized passenger vehicles to ensure
students arrive to school safely? If
so, apply for the Van/Car Driver in
the Harrisonburg Department of
Public Transportation! Find out more
and apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.

The Breeze

Level

BreezeJMU.org/classifieds
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By Debbie Ellerin

FOR SALE

@TheBreezeJMU

DOWN
1 Features of
lasagna and
tiramisu

listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool. Ads run two weeks
online and in two print editions.

@breezejmu

ACROSS
1 Fall sign
6 Medic
9 6-Across’s
“Pronto!”
13 Keep clear of
14 Sorta cousin
15 “Leaving on a
Jet __”
16 *“Righto!”
18 “Nick of Time”
singer Bonnie
19 Enters the wrong
area code, say
20 *Big boss
22 Unburdened (of)
23 “Mean Girls”
screenwriter Tina
24 Coder’s
conditional
construct
25 Navy builder
27 Ink spot?
29 Uses Google
Hangouts, briefly
30 Apple’s virtual
assistant
31 Lose one’s shirt
34 *2005 Emma
Thompson
magical role
37 Hurricanes and
blizzards
38 Enjoy, as benefits
40 Mauna __
43 Mattel product
44 Tippi of “The
Birds”
46 Parkway feature
49 Spring sign
50 Con’s opponent
51 *Cold-water
salmon-like fish
54 Summer sign?
55 High-tech eye
surgery
56 Ultimate
satisfaction,
and a hint to
the answers to
starred clues
58 Far from klutzy
59 Refuge for very
old couples?
60 1973 Stones
ballad
61 Dropped in the
mail
62 Oui or hai
63 Western flatlands

Solution to
Tuesday’s puzzle

© 2019 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.
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WHERE WILL YOUR JOURNEY LEAD?

STUDY ABROAD!

CHAMPIONS!

2
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WAY TO DELIVER, DUKES!

CONGRATS, NATIONAL CHAMPS!

4

National
champs
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The Breeze reflects on the biggest win
for JMU football in 12 years.
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze

record for most rushing yards in a single season.
Abdullah was named the FCS Championship
Most Outstanding Player for his impact in the
FRISCO, Texas — Toyota Stadium is a 1,199- game.
mile drive from JMU football’s home field at
“We just wanted to go out on the right
Bridgeforth Stadium. The gametime tempera- note and we knew we had the team to do it,”
ture was in the low 20s and the university’s Abdullah said. “So to go out here and get that
students would have their first day of second accomplished, it’s something that we’ll rememsemester classes in less than 48 hours. None of ber forever.”
that stopped the JMU faithful from filling the
Defensively, the Dukes put together one of
stands to watch the Dukes beat Youngstown their most spectacular performances of the
State University 28-14 and win their second year. JMU racked up five sacks — the most
national championship in program history.
they’ve had in any game this season — and
Junior quarterback Bryan Schor threw for held the run-heavy Penguins to just 21 rushing
112 yards and a pair of touchdowns while yards. The team forced two turnovers, includsenior running back Khalid Abdullah added 101 ing an interception that bounced off the foot
rushing yards and two scores of his own. The of junior wide receiver Damoun Patterson and
Dukes appeared in their first Football Cham- into the hands of sophomore cornerback Curpionship Subdivision title game
tis Oliver.
since winning it all in 2004.
Redshirt senior linebacker and
Youngstown State entered the
defensive captain Gage Steele fingame boasting one of the stingiished the game with six tackles,
est defensive fronts in the nation,
including two sacks. The Penbut JMU was able to get ahead
guins only managed to find their
early and never look back.
way into the red zone twice, as
Gage Steele
Both of Schor’s touchdown linebacker and
the Dukes’ relentless and physipasses came on back-to-back defensive captain
cal play forced them into facing
drives in the first quarter. Red18 third downs. Youngstown State
shirt senior linebacker Justin
was able to score its second touchWellons blocked the Penguins’ punt on their down with 10 seconds left, but by then the game
first possession of the game, setting up a quick was already out of reach.
two-play drive that ended with junior tight
“This is going to be a moment that we talk
end Jonathan Kloosterman making a leaping about for the rest of our lives,” Steele said. “It’s
end zone grab. Schor hit senior wide receiver a very special feeling to have a team that you’ve
Rashard Davis on an 18-yard touchdown pass been through a lot with … We just came together
on their next drive to put the Dukes up by two as a group of guys and decided we all had one
touchdowns.
goal and we achieved that today.”
“I think that’s what we’ve tried to do all
JMU fans provided for a rowdy atmosphere.
year is get off to a fast start,” head coach Mike They were loud when their team’s defense was
Houston said. “And certainly that’s easier said on the field, and cheered — with streamers
than done … I think it was a culmination of all and all — every time JMU scored. The Dukes
three phases working together and really click- have come a long way. Back-to-back early playing there early in the ballgame that got us two off exits, a head coaching change and one of
quick scores.”
the toughest conferences in the FCS stood
Abdullah wrapped up one of the most pro- in JMU’s way of reaching Frisco. But against
lific seasons by a running back in JMU history all odds, the Dukes are national champions.
with a strong performance in the final game of
his college career. He finished the contest with CONTACT Matt Weyrich at breezesports@
1,809 yards on the year, setting a new school gmail.com.

“This is going to be
a moment that we
talk about for the
rest of our lives.”
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Redshirt senior linebacker Gage Steele raises the National Championship trophy after the game on Saturday.
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Behind the scenes
of MadiZONE

By VICTORIA GIAMBOI
contributing writer

A white piece of paper is held up in the
air, reflecting the sun. The cameraman
zooms in on the paper, setting the “white
balance,” which renders colors accurately.
Only this time, it didn’t work.
Although it’s an unusually hot October
day, the cameramen must disregard the
sweaty conditions and focus on getting the
perfect shots of James Madison University’s
homecoming game. It takes hands-on
experience to film football games.
Chris Strunk, a media arts and design
major, and cameraman for the Video
Board Production team, maneuvers his way
through the student section to get the proper
white balance for his wireless camera. His
brow furrows after trying multiple times to
capture the right balance. He reaches for his
headset to discuss it with his boss.
“How’s the balance?” he repeats several
times.
Finally, after three times, the colors are
correct.
“It’s controlled chaos,” said Doug
Schmelter, a senior media arts and design
major who’s employed by MadiZONE
to shoot the games. “It’s the nature of a
live event. There isn’t any time to stop if
something goes wrong and you’re doing
everything on the fly.”
Camera operators have a constant stream
of instructions filling their headset. John
Hodges, technical director for MadiZONE,
tells the operators what shots to get.
“Camera four, I’m coming to you. Camera
four is up. Camera four, you’re clear.”
Four hours prior to kickoff, the camera
crew arrives at the field. Their day consists
of meetings, an hour of setup, a lunch break
and then filming of pregame warm-ups.
Strunk attaches the transmitter to the top
of the camera, which sends the signal to the
receiver by the press box. He then makes
sure the receiver is capturing the signal.
Then they must time sync all the cameras.
This puts them on the same clock so that
when the video is edited it can be pieced
together easily.
The camera operators film the players
stretching and help conduct interviews.
There are six cameras MadiZONE has
strategically placed to get the best shot.
The “Game” camera is up high to show
the entire play. The “High Tight” camera is
still high up but gets a closeup look on the
action to show the replay.
The “Slash” camera’s purpose is not to

shoot toward the end zone, but rather to get
a more head-on shot of the players coming
toward the end zone. The “Low End Zone”
camera is at ground level.
The hand-held camera focuses on the
sideline to get shots of the huddles, the
coaches talking and a down-the-line view
of the ball.
Finally, the “Robotic” camera is on
the scoreboard. This is used for following
plays or taking “beauty shots” of the
scenery. Shots of the sun setting over
the Shenandoah Valley are the perfect
backdrop to show graphics and player
statistics on the board.
Anticipating the action is a key element.
“Instinctively, you should know what is
going to happen,” Hodges said.
There’s a formula to filming these games.
The cameramen and crew must know
that on third down the crowd is going to go
crazy, which suggests a crowd shot. On a
field goal attempt it’s important to get the
players’ or coaches’ reaction to it.
“We just try our best at showing the game
for the people who are not there,” Hodges
said. “From showing the people in the
stands, the sunset and the rain puddles on
the ground ... Just so those people can enjoy
a professional experience like us.”
Things can go wrong. During Strunk’s
second game his headset stopped working.
Thus he didn’t know when his camera was
on. He had to have his partner place his
hand on his shoulder to let him know when
he was on the board. When his shot was
over, his partner would remove his hand.
Schmelter finds that getting the play is
the hardest part. It’s easy to get tricked by
fake plays.
As control room chief, Hodges has a
different type of challenge.
“I know that when I sit down I am not
moving from the seat,” Hodges said. “It’s
game on from there.”
While fans see the bone-crushing hits
and hear the sound of shoulder pads
slamming together, not many realize
the energy and intensity needed to put
together a MadiZONE broadcast. Hodges
and the MadiZONE staff work tirelessly to
make sure fans get to see every angle of
the Dukes. While this year’s regular season
has come to a close, the crew will be back
at work come early September 2017, when
JMU looks to defend its Colonial Athletic
Association title.
CONTACT Victoria Giamboi at
giambovx@dukes.jmu.edu.

The MadiZONE cameras are operated by a variety of JMU
students. The camera operators often have to adjust
their camera’s white balance to match different weather
conditions.
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What’s next
for the Dukes?
Looking toward the future successes and
struggles of the FCS national champions
By BENNETT CONLIN
The Breeze

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Redshirt junior safety Jordan Brown celebrates after a big play against the University of Rhode
Island Rams. JMU romped the Rams on Oct. 29, scoring 84 points and holding its opponent to 7.

As junior quarterback Bryan Schor knelt
down to run out the final seconds of JMU’s
national championship victory, fans flooded
the field to celebrate the program’s first
national title since 2004 and its second
in school histor y. With the national
championship coming in head coach Mike
Houston’s first season, JMU fans should feel
optimistic they won’t have to wait another 12
years for a championship.
The Dukes (14-1, 8-0 Colonial Athletic
Association), who defeated Youngstown State
University 28-14 in the Football Championship
Subdivision national championship, return
12 of the 22 championship game starters next

season.
Schor, the CAA Offensive Player of the
Year, headlines the returning starters. Schor
finished the season with 39 total touchdowns,
including 29 passing touchdowns. He also
threw for 3,002 yards on the season and
amassed 3,571 total yards.
The gunslinger is excited to relax after
the championship and eventually begin
preparing for next year.
“We’ll celebrate and we’ll enjoy this
moment,” Schor said. “At the right time we’ll
put it in a cabinet, we’ll put it away, we’ll take
the national championship shirts and put
them somewhere and we’ll get to work and
try to be here next year.”
see FUTURE, page 7
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FUTURE | JMU football looks to the future after FCS Championship win:
Schor, Johnson, Sharp and Kloosterman will return for the Dukes in 2017-18
from page 6

junior running back Marcus Marshall
and junior tight end Jonathan
Winning a national championship Kloosterman, among others.
builds a standard of excellence the
Kloosterman scored touchdowns
program hopes to reach year after in every postseason game this season,
year. While JMU may have more including the opening touchdown
outside pressure on the team next in the national championship on
season, it knows the most pressure a 17-yard strike from Schor. The
will come from within the program.
running game should be lethal as
“You’ve created expectations,” Johnson, Marshall and sophomore
Houston said. “But you know running back Trai Sharp all eclipsed
what? We had those expectations 600 rushing yards this season and
anyway. We had the expectation Schor was close behind with 569.
that we wanted to win the CAA
The Dukes will have a plethora
championship, and I think anybody of offensive talent on the roster.
that follows the CAA knows the Defensively, Ankrah and Greene
champion of that
are joined
conference every year
by redshirt
has a chance to win the “You’ve created
juniors
national championship.”
expectations. But you Simeyon
On the defensive side
Robinson
know what? We had
of the ball, the Dukes
and Jordan
those expectations
return key standouts
Brown.
anyway.”
like redshir t junior
Robinson,
safety Raven Greene and
a defensive
Mike Houston
redshirt junior defensive
tackle,
Head Coach
end Andrew Ankrah.
finished
Greene led the Dukes
the year
with six interceptions on
with four
the season, while Ankrah racked up sacks and 7.5 tackles for a loss of
3.5 sacks and 44 total tackles. Much yards. Brown, a safety, finished
like Schor, Ankrah is looking forward the season with 92 tackles and two
to taking some time off to recharge.
interceptions.
“We don’t have another opponent
With Houston, a conference’s
until next year,” Ankrah said. “We’re Coach of the Year in five of the
going to enjoy this for a while.”
last six seasons, at the helm, JMU
Once the Dukes shift their focus football fans are in good hands.
to next season, they’ll more than
All in all, JMU has the talent
likely be one of the favorites to win returning on both sides of the ball to
the 2017-18 national championship. contend for another championship.
Joining Schor on offense will be
redshirt junior running back Cardon CONTACT Bennett Conlin at
Johnson, Georgia Tech transfer and breezesports@gmail.com
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Junior quarterback Brian Schor bursts out of the pocket on a run against the Youngstown State
Penguins. JMU added its second FCS championship to its trophy case after beating the Penguins 28-14.
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PLAYER OF THE YEAR
He won the starting spot, was named
CAA’s offensive player of the year, then
became a national champion. Bryan
Schor had an unforgettable season.

By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze

Rewind back to October 24, 2015. The Dukes
are 7-0 and gearing up for a showdown
with conference rival the University of
Richmond. ESPN’s College GameDay
crew’s in town and Bridgeforth Stadium’s
filled to the brim with a sold-out crowd.
Sophomore quarterback Bryan Schor takes it all in, but has
prepared to do so from the bench.
Redshirt senior signal caller Vad Lee is at the center of the
Football Championship Subdivision spotlight. Lee has been
a dominant force both on the ground and in the air since
transferring to JMU from Georgia Tech University prior to
the 2014 season. The last thing anyone expects heading into
the game would be to see Schor playing any meaningful
minutes.
In the fourth quarter of that fateful contest, however,
the worst nightmare of the JMU faithful happens
right before their eyes. Lee goes down with a foot
injury, forcing head coach Everett Withers to thrust
Schor right into the thick of crunch time. The
underclassman quarterback fills in admirably,
throwing for 73 yards and a touchdown, but it
isn’t enough as the Dukes fall 59-49.
Fast forward to 2017. Schor is the Colonial
Athletic Association Offensive Player of
the Year. He leads the FCS with a 73.1
completion percentage while averaging
214.4 passing yards and 2.1 touchdowns
per game. Schor commands an offense
that ranks among the best in the nation
and just won a national championship.
A lot can change in a little over 14 months.
see SCHOR, page 10
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WAY TO GO DUKES! CONGRATS ON YOUR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP!
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SCHOR | ‘The guys really took me in and they made me comfortable’

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Bryan Schor makes a play in the Dukes’ game against the University of New Hampshire on Dec. 3. The team beat UNH 55-22, solidifying its rise to the national championship, which was on Jan. 7.

from page 8

Schor finished the 2015 season with 847 yards, seven touchdowns
and an interception. He showed promise, but there was a clear
disparity between his performance and Lee’s. Amid a coaching
change and transfer redshirt junior quarterback Connor Mitch
joining the program from the University of South Carolina, his
future in Harrisonburg was uncertain.
Head coach Mike Houston hosted a competition during training
camp for the starting job. It came down to the final week, but
Houston announced Schor as the Week 1 starter just days before
the season opener. Schor credits his teammates for supporting him
throughout the process.
“The guys really took me in and they made me comfortable,”

Schor said. “They put the faith in me that I could be a really good
quarterback, and having that belief in me has really kind of made
me step my game up a little bit and do the extra things that I needed
to do to help us improve.”
Schor took over the starting job and never looked back. Seemingly
out of nowhere, he emerged as a dual-threat quarterback. Schor
led the Dukes to a 14-1 record and helped them win their second
national championship in school history.
The Dukes are national champions, and they wouldn’t
have gotten close if it weren’t for Schor’s spectacular
play. He’s got one more season left in a JMU uniform,
putting no limits on what he will accomplish next.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.
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Congratulations, National Champions

Live Life
at the
Hey Dukes!
Enjoy
lifeTop!
at the top!

Stop by today for a tour or give us a call for rates!
Enjoy Life at the Top with our conveniently located
premier student housing! 865 East offers tenants the
means to escape the stress of student life through
amenities such as our Rooftop Lounge, Game Room,
Fitness Center, and much more!
865 East Port Republic Road

(540) 442-8885
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A victory lap

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

The Dukes celebrate their 2016 championship win in Frisco, Texas, on Saturday. The 14 seniors on the team, 11 of whom were starters, are proud to have capped off their collegiate careers with an FCS victory.

Highlights of the senior Dukes’ final season, player by player
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze

JMU football’s senior class has been through it all. It’s
seen three head coaching changes, a pair of early playoff
exits and a divided locker room. It would’ve made sense
for many of them to transfer along the way, but instead
they stuck together. Now they’ve earned the ultimate prize:
going out as national champions.
Fourteen players who took the field in Frisco, Texas,
did so for the final time of their college careers. Eleven of
them started the national championship game, including
five on offense, four on defense and two specialists. While
each of them played a different role on the field, they all
leave behind a legacy as leaders of one of the best teams
in university history.
Khalid Abdullah, Running back — Abdullah
graduates from JMU as one of the most prolific running
backs the school has ever seen. Starting in all 15 games
this year, he set numerous program single-season records
including rushing yards (1,809), rushing touchdowns (22),
total touchdowns (25) and points scored (150). Abdullah
was named a STATS FCS Second Team All-American and
awarded American Sports Network FCS Player of the Year.
Rashard Davis, Wide receiver — Davis played a
major role for the Dukes in multiple phases of the game.
As a wide receiver, he finished the season with the second
most catches on the team (42) to go with 530 yards
and three touchdowns. Davis was named CAA Special
Teams Player of the Year and a STATS FCS First Team
All-American for his play in the punt return game. He
returned four punts back for scores, two more than any
other player in the FCS and the most of any player in JMU
history.
Matt Frank, Offensive lineman — Frank started all
27 games that the Dukes played over the past two seasons.

He switched from defense to offense following his redshirt
sophomore season and immediately became a staple at
guard. Frank was one of the team captains in the national
championship game. He led an offensive line that ranked
fifth in the FCS in rushing, with 275 yards per game.
Gunnar Kane, Punter — Kane was the Dukes’ primary
punter for the past three years. He averaged 42 yards per
punt this season, placing 20 inside the 20-yard line with
just four touchbacks. On Oct. 8, Kane produced a careerlong 66-yard punt against the College of William & Mary.
Mitchell Kirsch, Offensive lineman — Kirsch started
in each of the Dukes’ first 12 games this season, but didn’t
take the field again after suffering a shoulder injury in the
second round of the FCS playoffs against the University of
New Hampshire. He was the captain of the offensive line
for most of the season and named a STATS FCS First Team
All-American.
Brandon Ravenel, Wide receiver — Ravenel was
the team leader in receptions and receiving yards each
of the past two years. He finished this season with 45
catches for 720 yards and five touchdowns. Ravenel
was named a First Team All-CAA Wide Receiver and
returned 14 kickoffs for 339 yards and a touchdown.
Taylor Reynolds, Cornerback — Reynolds was the
team’s top cornerback this season, recording 55 tackles
and two interceptions. He was selected to the STATS
FCS Third Team All-American as well as First Team AllCAA for the second straight year. Reynolds was a starter
in all four of his seasons of eligibility.
Kyle Rigney, Offensive lineman — Rigney became
a full-time starter for the first time in his career this
season, starting all 15 games at center. He, Frank and
Kirsch were the only members of this year’s offensive
line that were with the program for five years.
Zach Rugg, Offensive lineman — Rugg transferred
to JMU after spending four years at the University of

Connecticut. He missed the entire 2016 season with a
preseason injury.
Daniel Schiele, Tight end — Schiele was a former
quarterback who converted to tight end. This season he
caught four passes for 43 yards and three touchdowns.
All three of his scores came during Homecoming against
the University of Rhode Island on Oct. 29, tying a school
record for most touchdowns in a game by a tight end.
Gage Steele, Linebacker — Steele was the team’s
leading tackler this season, picking up 104. This
included 20 tackles for loss and two and a half sacks.
Steele was the defensive captain for the past two years.
Two of his sacks came in the second half of the national
championship game.
Martez Stone, Defensive lineman — Stone
paced the Dukes with five sacks this season. He played
in all 15 games, recording 41 tackles and a team-high
nine tackles for loss. Stone picked up his first career
interception to help seal the win against Villanova
University on Nov. 12.
Domo Taylor, Wide receiver — Taylor played in
all 15 games this season, making eight starts. He reeled
in 36 catches for 594 yards and three touchdowns.
Taylor caught the longest pass of the year for the Dukes,
converting a career-high 70-yard touchdown against
Elon University on Nov. 19.
Justin Wellons, Linebacker — Wellons played
outside linebacker, appearing in all 15 games
including five starts. He recorded 25 tackles on
the season and recovered his first career fumble
against Morehead State University on Sept. 3.
Wellons blocked a punt on Youngstown State
University’s first drive of the game, setting up an
easy touchdown for JMU to get its offense rolling.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.
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CONGRATULATIONS, DUKES!
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PORTRAITS OF
A SEASON

JMU’s amazing run,
through The Breeze’s lens

PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

TOP Senior Khalid Abdullah celebrates after scoring a touchdown in the Dukes’ first game of the season against Morehead State. TOP RIGHT The Dukes celebrate after their 56-21 win against Central Connecticut State.
BOTTOM Abudllah tucks the ball away and makes his way through the Tar Heels defense on Sep. 17 at Chapel Hill, North Carolina, where the Dukes lost their only game of the season to the Tar Heels 56-28.
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Redshirt sophomore cornerback Jimmy Moreland tackles a Delaware player during JMU’s Family Weekend game at Bridgeforth Stadium on Oct. 1 where the Dukes overcame the Delaware Blue Hens winning 43 to 20.

PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Redshirt junior Cardon Johnson runs the ball into the end zone during JMU’s game against William & Mary.

TOP Junior linebacker David Ezeagwu runs onto the field before JMU’s contest with University of New Hampshire.
BOTTOM Freshman defensive lineman John Daka fights toward the quarterback in JMU’s win over the URI Rams.
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TOP JMU’s offensive line celebrates a touchdown while the crowd throws streamers. BOTTOM LEFT Redshirt junior Jordan Brown lifts the championship trophy with teammates Taylor Reynolds, Gunnar Kane and others.
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PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

LOWER RIGHT Senior running back Khalid Abdullah stretches to score a touchdown for No. 5 JMU against No. 13 Youngstown State University at the national championship game in Frisco, Texas, on January 7.
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Senior Khalid Abdullah celebrates in the endzone with some of his fellow teammates after scoring a touchdown in the fourth quarter in the Dukes’ game against University of Richmond on Nov. 5 where the Dukes won 47-43.

LEFT Reshirt junior defensive lineman Andrew Ankrah explodes off the ball in JMU’s victory over Villanova. MIDDLE Head coach Mike Houston voices his displeasure with the officiating during JMU’s 20-7 victory over Villanova.
RIGHT Redshirt junior wide receiver Terrence Alls runs with the ball through Villanova’s defense at Villanova Stadium on November 12.

PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD AND LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

Sophomore running back Trai Sharp dives into the end zone to score a touchdown for the Dukes during their game against Elon. The Dukes would end up with a 63-14 victory over the Phoenix on Nov. 19 at Bridgeforth Stadium.
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PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

TOP LEFT Senior wide receiver Domo Taylor runs with the ball during the quarterfinal game in the Fargo Dome. BOTTOM LEFT Senior wide receiver Rashard Davis goes up for a catch in JMU’s 65-7 dismantling of Sam Houston
State University. TOP RIGHT Junior wide receiver John Miller hauls in a touchdown pass from Schor on third-and-10 to put the Dukes up 27-17 over North Dakota State University. MIDDLE RIGHT Sophomore linebacker Dimitri
Holloway celebrates with teammates following JMU’s win in the semifinals. BOTTOM RIGHT Junior quarterback Bryan Schor delivers a throw in JMU’s semifinal game against North Dakota State University.
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Is this the
best team
of all time?
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Senior running back Khalid Abdullah outstretches his arms in celebration against Villanova University on Nov. 12. Abdullah wreaked havoc on the Wildcats, running for 101 yards and two touchdowns.

Sports editor Bennett Conlin ranks the 2016 Dukes as the best team in JMU history
By BENNETT CONLIN
The Breeze

The 2016-17 JMU football team is the only
team in program history to record 14 victories
in a season. It’s only the second time the Dukes
(14-1, 8-0 Colonial Athletic Association) have
won a national championship. With the historic
season now finished, one has to wonder whether
this Dukes team is the best to ever don the purple
and gold.
“They went undefeated in CAA play,” head
coach Mike Houston said following the 28-14
victory over Youngstown State University in
the national championship. “They beat North
Dakota State at North Dakota State and won a
national championship on a big stage. I think
they go down as the best team in JMU history,
hands down.”
While Houston is confident in his team, the
Dukes saw some stiff competition from prior
seasons.
We’ll start our journey through JMU football
history with the 1975 team. In the program’s
fourth year in existence, the Dukes went 9-0-1
and won their final nine contests. Due to the
absence of MadiZONE and social media at this
time, not many people are familiar with the
1975 team, but the group put together the only
undefeated season in school history.

In the 2016 season, the Dukes scored an
astounding 700 total points and 46.7 points
per game. In the 1975 season, the Dukes scored
a measly 12.5 points per game and won just
one game by double digits. For fans of a highpowered offense and flashy touchdowns, the
1975 season wasn’t for you.
While the 2016 team lit up scoreboards, the
team cared more about winning a championship
than achieving individual accolades. Senior
running back Khalid Abdullah broke singleseason JMU records with over 1,800 yards and
22 rushing touchdowns. Despite the impressive
records, Abdullah wasn’t overly excited about
them after the championship game.
“You know, that’s cool,” Abdullah said. “But at
the end of the day it’s definitely about the team.
Outside of statistics, it’s more so about hoisting
that big trophy.”
Statistics might not mean everything, but
having an eye-popping offense is always nice for
fans.
In the 2004 season, the Dukes and head coach
Mickey Matthews had dynamic playmakers, but
once again they were on the defensive side of the
ball. JMU finished this season 13-2 and ended the
season with a national title behind a defense that
allowed just 16.7 points per game.
Even more impressive than the defense was
the team’s road to the national championship. All

four postseason victories came away from home,
including a 48-34 semifinal win over the College
of William & Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia. The
Dukes capped their historic season with a 31-21
victory over the University of Montana in the
national title game.
Fast forward to 2008 and the Dukes have
a significantly more explosive offense. They
average over 38 points per game behind
quarterback Rodney Landers, who scored an
impressive 37 total touchdowns. He also records
more than 3,000 total yards on the season as JMU
earns the No. 1 seed in the playoffs.
Despite the impressive regular season, the
year came to a close in disappointing fashion
when the Dukes lost to Montana 35-27 in the
semifinals at Bridgeforth Stadium.
The 2008 team will go down as one of the best
teams in school history, but with no national
championship on its resume, it’s tough to name
it the best football team JMU has seen.
Now, back to today’s team. The 2016 Dukes
came into the season following a 2015 team that
scored 44.3 points per game behind quarterback
Vad Lee, who won the CAA Offensive Player of
the Year. Lee and the Dukes had ESPN’s College
GameDay come to town in mid-October for a
battle with the University of Richmond, but they
fell short and Lee was injured.
Schor took over for Lee, but the season was

derailed when their redshirt senior leader went
down and the Dukes, who started the season
7-0, had their chances of being the best team in
program history evaporate before their eyes.
After backing up Lee and stepping in for the
final four games of the 2015 year, Schor was
ready to take over. He stepped in seamlessly
and matched Lee by winning the CAA Offensive
Player of the Year award this season. The Dukes’
46.7 points per game this year tops last season’s
mark and gives JMU one of the best offenses in
program history.
In the national championship postgame
press conference, a reporter asked Schor about
being the best quarterback in the country. Schor
responded by complimenting the best offense in
JMU history.
“I’m lucky to have the arsenal that we have
at JMU,” Schor said. “To call me the best, I don’t
know if that’s accurate, but I think we have the
best team. I’m lucky to have those guys because
they make me look good each week.”
With a program-record 14 victories, a national
championship and the most explosive offense
to ever come through Harrisonburg, it’s hard to
argue that there’s a better team in JMU football
history.
CONTACT Bennett Conlin at
breezesports@gmail.com
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2016 national champs

WAY To Go Dukes!
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How to win
Head coach Mike Houston off to a great start
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze

If there’s one thing that JMU head coach
Mike Houston knows just as well as football,
it’s how to win. Since taking over his first
collegiate football program in 2011, Houston
has guided all but one of his teams to at least a
share of its conference title. Now, the 45-yearold mastermind behind the Dukes’ success this
season has achieved his biggest victory yet: a
national championship.
Houston wasn’t always set on being a football
coach. He received a bachelor’s degree in
biology from Mars Hill University in 1994,
making him the first member of his family to
graduate college. Although he played tight end
for the Lions and is an enshrined member of
the Franklin High School Athletic Hall of Fame
for his standout play as a high school athlete,
he originally planned on pursuing a career in
the medical field.
However, Houston’s career took an
unexpected turn when his applications for the
medical schools at Eastern Carolina University
and the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill were denied.
“I took a job teaching physics and chemistry
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, coaching
football and basketball. Did it for one year and
knew that’s what I wanted to do,” Houston told
the Daily News-Record. “I never looked back,
and it’s been the best decision I’ve ever made.”
Shortly after he graduated college,
Houston was hired by Forbush High School
in East Bend, North Carolina, to be the team’s
defensive coordinator. He stayed with the
Falcons for two seasons before taking the
same position at T.C. Roberson High School in

Asheville, North Carolina. Houston remained
in charge of the defense for five years until he
was promoted to head coach ahead of the 2001
campaign.
Houston went on to lead the Rams to a 42-18
record across five seasons, highlighted by his
2004 squad that went undefeated en route to
capturing its first conference championship in
school history. He finally broke onto the NCAA
scene in 2006 when Brevard College hired
him as associate head coach and defensive
coordinator.
The following year, Houston took up the
defensive coordinator position at LenoirRhyne University, a Division II program in the
South Atlantic Conference. He spent four years
in charge of the defense before taking over
the Division II level, Football Championship
Subdivision schools came running. Houston
settled on The Citadel, The Military College of
South Carolina as his next destination. He took
over for the Bulldogs in 2014, guiding the team
to a 5-7 record. The following year, however,
The Citadel went 9-4 and finished the regular
season with a share of the Southern Conference
title. It was the first time in school history that a
head coach had won the conference within his
first two years with the team.
While Houston was busy down in
Charleston, the Dukes were fighting for a
conference championship of their own. JMU
finished the regular season locked in a threeway tie for the Colonial Athletic Association
title with a 9-2 record. Head coach Everett
Withers led the Dukes to their second playoff
berth in as many years, but each time they
were bounced in their first postseason game.
see HOUSTON, page 26

PHOTOS BY CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Mike Houston addresses the press before (bottom) and after the national championship game.

Bring Your Car to College
Private parking lot for JMU
freshmen with 24/7 security

Congrats, Champs! Way to go, Dukes!
Email us at freshmenlots@gmail.com
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2016 National
champions
Breathe in the fresh mountain air at

Massanutten
A Four SeASon reSort

Indoor WaterPark, Golf, Spa & Ski Packages Available!

Located 10 miles from Harrisonburg, VA • MassResort.com

WAY To Go Dukes!
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CONGRATULATIONS DUKES, WINNER OF

THE NCAA DIVISION I NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP!

You canʼt live any CLOSER TO THE ACTION
than if you LIVE ON CAMPUS!!!
Space is still available for the 2017 - 2018 academic year!
Visit www.jmu.edu/orl and click on the “Online Housing System”
link to sign an On Campus Housing Contract TODAY!

#LIVEON

@jmureslife

office of residence life
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HOUSTON | Dukes win championship under Houston’s first year
as head coach, game was nearly a year after Withers’ departure

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Head coach Mike Houston looks on from the sideline during the national championship. Under his leadership, the team broke program records and won its second national championship.

from page 22

Withers left the program in favor of the Football Bowl Subdivision’s Texas
State University during the offseason, leaving JMU in a bind to find a new head
coach that could keep the team playing at a high level. In mid-January of 2016, the
athletics department decided to bring on Houston for his track record of making
teams have fast comebacks.
“Mike has been a fast riser in the coaching ranks with success turning programs
around at the Division II and FCS levels,” director of athletics Jeff Bourne said in
the team’s press release. “His pedigree for winning and ability to lead young men
make him the perfect fit to build upon the foundation already in place at JMU.”
Upon being hired, Houston told Bourne that he expected it to take three years
before they would be competing for a national championship. Instead, JMU raced
to a 10-1 regular season record. The Dukes never won a home game by less than
seven points and their only loss came at the hands of UNC of the FBS. They’ve
outscored their three playoff opponents by a combined 101 points.
There is expected speculation that Houston could be following in Withers’

footsteps in departing for an FBS school, but the head coach’s five-year contract
offers bonuses for staying with the team and mandates hefty buyouts if he decides
to leave early. Regardless of what his future holds, however, Houston has already
given the program the success it was looking for when it hired him in the first place.
JMU beat the five-time defending national champions in North Dakota State
University. It blew out Sam Houston State University, the highest scoring offense
in the FCS, and avenged conference rival University of Richmond for last year’s
loss in a 47-43 thriller. None of those wins, however, even compare to the victory
JMU captured in Frisco, Texas.
Nearly a year to the day that Withers decided to leave Harrisonburg, Dukes
won their first national championship since 2004 and second in school history,
beating Youngstown State University 28-14.
No matter where Houston has gone, success has followed. On Saturday, he
proved to the rest of college football that he brought his winning ways with him
to Harrisonburg.
CONTACT Matt Weyrich at breezesports@gmail.com.
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Congratulations, Dukes
2016 National Champions

WHAT A RIDE!
HDPT is proud to be part
of the journey to Frisco.

#GoDukes
HDPT.com
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Congrats to our
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS!
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Biology and Chemistry Students

Consider a career in the exciting
field of Histotechnology!
SENTARA RMH SCHOOL OF HISTOTECHNOLOGY
Guaranteed Job Placement!
$15K Sign On Bonus! Great Salary!

Sentara.com/HistotechnologySchool

Sentara is a proud Team Madison sponsor.
We congratulate the JMU football team on an amazing season.
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Football fans bring a slice of
JMU to Frisco
By BENNETT CONLIN
The Breeze

For die-hard Dukes fans living in the state
of Texas, getting to see JMU play in person
was nearly impossible with the Dukes playing
the majority of their games within four hours
of Harrisonburg. This year, thanks to a historic
season, fans in the Dallas-Fort Worth area got
to watch their team play in the biggest game
of the season.
The Dukes took on Youngstown State
University in Frisco, Texas, on Saturday.
The game, which kicked off at noon, gave
fans a chance to watch the Dukes locally for
the first time since September 2015, when
JMU upset Southern Methodist University
in Dallas.
“Man … it kicks it into a high gear,” Bryan
Roberts, the president of the JMU alumni
chapter in Dallas, said. “We sold 350 tickets
through the JMU ticket office, so it’s pretty
much on par with the SMU game … we’re
excited to have JMU football in Texas.”
With this being one of the few times fans in
the area could watch the Dukes, the alumni
chapter went all out in preparation for the
game. On Wednesday, it hosted a welcoming
party when the football team arrived in
Dallas. Throughout the weekend, three local
sports bars teamed up with Roberts to bring
a little slice of JMU to Frisco.
The British Lion, the Green Gator and
Nirvana all included a JMU flair for their
weekend customers.
“They’ve been really helpful to us and
really welcomed us,” Roberts said. “We’re
looking for some great fun and a memorable
JMU experience. They’ll be adorned in all the

JMU purple and gold that they’ll allow us to
hang in their restaurant.”
The Green Gator and its director of fun, Jay
Crawford, embraced the JMU theme head
on. The sports bar served four JMU drinks
over the weekend in addition to a JMU
dining favorite “Buffalo Mash” served as an
appetizer. The drinks were named “Lock the
damn gates,” “Houston’s punch,” “Penguin
Crush” and “Cold, dark and perfect.”
The Green Gator’s mixologist, Sarah
Hetmer, created the drinks after Roberts
came up with the names. Crawford was
excited about the drink combinations as
he loved the excitement from JMU fans that
stopped by the restaurant. He expected a
ton of people in attendance early Saturday
morning.
“We should do phenomenally well,”
Crawford said. “I think a lot of people knew
the weather … so we’ll be packed at eight
o’clock.”
Roberts said working with restaurants
like the Green Gator was easy because the
location had experience teaming up with
North Dakota State University in the past.
Crawford said the Bison faithful were easy
to work with since they’re some of the best
fans in all of college football.
“Every year it got bigger and bigger,”
Crawford said. “They’re phenomenal fans
and I hear some great reputation about y’all.”
With JMU knocking off Youngstown
State to earn a national championship, the
JMU alumni chapter in Dallas did its part
to help paint Frisco purple for a weekend.
CONTACT Bennett Conlin at breezesports@
gmail.com.

TOP At a festive tailgate display, a sign pokes fun at JMU’s national rivals, the Youngstown State
Penguins.
BOTTOM LEFT Fans Barbara Jensen (left) and Celeste Grisham (right) sip on some drinks at the
Green Gator.
BOTTOM RIGHT An aligator statue at the Green Gator becomes an honorary Duke, donning purple
and gold pompoms.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DFW DUKES CHAPTER
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DUKEPROUD
WAY TO GO JMU!
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540.432.0600 | live-thehills.com
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Show your colors,
proud and true.
The JMU Nation celebrates your
2016 National Championship

Huge thanks to JMU Nation alumni volunteers. Over 40 watch
parties brightened the lights of Madison across the country!

We are the Dukes of JMU!

